Editorial

I

t’s hard to believe that another summer has
been and gone, and that Autumn is upon
us once again. For some it is a beautiful,
bountiful time of year; for others it simply only
signals the oncoming of dark, cold winter
nights. I guess it depends on your outlook on
life in general, as well as your fishing.
Fishing, of course, above almost any
other pastime, is what you want it to be. You
can race around seeking different species at
different times of the year, thus maximising
your chances of catching something, or you
can focus solely on one species or even a
single fish and give it your full attention and
determination. As something of an aspiring
all-round angler, I personally try to pick and
choose when I target certain fish, which
always gives me something to look forward
to, no matter how bleak or dreary the outlook
might be. The choice of how you go about your
fishing completely and entirely lies with you
but I do genuinely feel for the more speciesspecific anglers; good consistent pike fishing
is largely limited to the colder months, salmon,
Brown and Sea trout limited by the closed
seasons; boat sea fishing limited by weather.
To retain sanity, I can only recommend that
you try and sample as much sport as angling
offers!
Perhaps the biggest Irish news in recent weeks
is the farcical, ill-planned announcement by
Inland Fisheries Ireland that they would cease
Brown and Rainbow trout production at their
farms and hatcheries, and the subsequent
reversal of that totally illogical decision. It has
to be said, regardless of whether you are a
fan of theirs or not, that the National Angler’s
Representation Association (NARA) - who
represent trout angling clubs and anglers were instrumental in lobbying IFI to reconsider
their proposal. A lack of supply of farmed
Brown trout in Ireland would quickly lead to
even further pressure on wild stocks and
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further limiting the source of Rainbow’s would
reduce the quality and numbers of put-andtake recreational fly fisheries, which without
doubt provide a valuable resource.
Only in Ireland (?) could the national
authority in charge of inland fisheries consider
the abandoning of trout production a better
option than investing and upgrading current
facilities, as recommended by an independent
report on said facilities... We have not heard
the last on this trout production debacle, that’s
for sure.
Sticking with IFI, the recent €0.536m in
funding for the National Strategy for Angling
Development (NSAD) is to be welcomed as a
big positive for angling in Ireland. Eight rural
projects have been earmarked to receive the
funding, ranging from access improvement
on fisheries to bank rehabilitation works.
However, without wishing to sound negative
(negativity solves nothing) or degrade the good
work that is carried out by the organisation,
IFI only having half a million euro to spend on
developing angling in rural areas over the next
12 months in a country where angling is worth
a conservative €836m to the economy is not
only worrying, it is borderline embarrassing. In
my opinion, it is simply nowhere near enough,
at any level and quite simply an overhaul
of the current system of how fisheries and
the environment in general are managed in
Ireland, from the very bottom to the very top, is
desperately required.
Anyway, let’s continue to work on moving
forwards together - in whatever ways they may
be - and enjoy our fishing at the same time.
Hope you like the issue, it’s another belter!
Tight lines this September and October,
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A new
*

OB SES S

ION
...

* obsession (noun)
an idea or thought that continually preoccupies or
intrudes on a persons mind

I

started my interest in fly fishing the wrong way round; I learned to tie
flies before I learned to fly fish. I enjoyed fishing already but mainly
used artificial lures to target the fish I was after so it wasn’t as if I was
completely clueless, but, being a little creative, the art form of fly tying
appealed to me. After a while I decided I should learn to cast the flies I
tied, and so a love affair began >>
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hen I started to teach
myself to tie, all the tyers
I spoke to at shows, the
books I read and the
videos I came across were
mainly for trout, salmon and Sea trout. So I
became familiar with the Ali shrimp, cascade,
stoats tail, silver doctor, garry dog, pheasant
tail nymphs and boobies whilst learning the
trade.
But, where I hail from in East Anglia
the only trout nearby are in stocked lakes,
and salmon...not down here! Although the
stockie lakes were great to learn on and
practice casting, the only wild fish we have
are coastal or river coarse fish. I developed
a passion for pike and so my tying focus
changed. I swapped small hackles for arctic
fox, bunches of short buck tail for long goat
and nayat fibres and jungle cock for shlappen
and long grizzle feathers. Over time I started
demonstrating my pike flies at shows and
I joined promotional teams for Foxy Tails,
Partridge and Bug Bond. I got to know many
other tyers and watched them tie these
beautiful salmon flies, so I learned more
about different styles but I never had the
need to tie them. I often saw social media
posts from others with the salmon they had
caught and thought one day maybe I might
get the chance to catch one. They were on my
hit list of species and I even managed to catch
a Pacific King salmon once, unfortunately not
on a fly. But the Atlantic salmon I had never
managed to get near.
Fast forward to 2016 and I find myself
in the fortunate position of having the
opportunity to work in the Reisastua salmon
lodge in Norway for 3 months. So, crazily I
quit my much loved job of eight years as a
nursing manager in a veterinary hospital and
trotted off to Norway with my husband Jonny
and our dogs. The first hurdle was getting to
grips with double handed casting. I had had a
couple of lessons and luckily we had a casting
instructor as a guest who happily helped me
with my technique. So in between cleaning
rooms, ferrying guests around and cooking
meals Jonny and I managed to hit the river
for a couple of hours in search of salmon.
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Now, I am used to fishing for a species that is
hungry and aggressive. I can tie flies I know it
will attack and I can retrieve the fly to create
different movements to evoke an attack. I can
think like this fish, know where it is likely to
be laying and be pretty confident that I will
be able to get at least one in the net before
I head home. I realised salmon fishing was
different - the rods were different, the casting
was different, and the chance of hooking fish
was different. Talking to the guides, guests
and the lodge owner I also discovered that
people were obsessed with this fish. It’s all
they thought of, this was the only type of
fishing and the only fish they would ever
care to fish for and they were disappointed
and did not even rate the many prize brown
trout in the river if one accidentally took their
fly! I found this quite amazing that an angler
would not care to fish for other species and
would be happy only ever pursuing salmon.
So I started my quest for a
salmon, visiting different beats using the
recommended sunray tubes in various
colours, working on my C cast, double spey
and overhead. I would see fish jumping and
feel like they were just laughing at me! Fishing
for a species that doesn’t eat, that might just
watch your fly as it passes and carry on with
its day. I remember being very lucky. I had not
been in Norway long, and it might have been
my third visit to the water when I saw a silver
fish jump. When I got near this area I cast my
fly and as it drifted round the fish splashed
at it. I cast again and amazingly my line went
solid; I had hooked a salmon! It was so strong
and I could not move it; it just sat there and
then ran. It jumped to show me its gorgeous
double figure self, went to jump again and
spat the hook back at me. I was heartbroken!
I was filled with adrenaline and excitement
which was ripped away from me in a matter
of a split second, and was left with a sickening
feeling of empty disbelief. When I lose pike I
just think “no matter, I will get another soon,
or tomorrow” but I knew that salmon really
were not that simple. Had that been my only
chance? I had heard stories of people that
fished for salmon their whole lives and only
caught a handful, and others who had only
caught their first years down the line. Had I

“

I HAD HOOKED A SALMON! IT WAS SO STRONG AND I COULD
NOT MOVE IT; IT JUST SAT THERE AND THEN RAN. IT JUMPED
TO SHOW ME ITS GORGEOUS DOUBLE FIGURE SELF, WENT
TO JUMP AGAIN AND SPAT THE HOOK BACK AT ME. I WAS
HEARTBROKEN!

screwed up my first and only opportunity?
Over the next few weeks I fished
every chance I got, often only for an hour
or two. I would start with positivity but felt
this dwindle each time my fly came back
untouched. Things were made worse when
Jonny managed to hook an 18lb beauty on
the run down the pool after me. I netted this
lovely hen fish, took the trophy pictures and
watched as he released this creature back on
its way with a huge smile on his face. I was

My hubbie Jonny with a spectacular 18lb hen from
the Reisa River, a fish which made me even more
determined to catch one of my own

super pleased for him, and it was awesome
getting to see and touch such an amazing
fish, but this made me heap the pressure on
myself to catch one.
I felt like I was beginning to go a bit
do-lally, I had never had so many skunked
days before! All I could think about was
salmon, I would dream about them at night.
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Rain or shine I stuck at it, fishing at every
opportunity, determined to get my first salmon

I began to feel resentment towards the
guests when I had to stay back and do my
job and they would come back with stories
of fresh silver. I had unwittingly become
the obsessed salmon angler! On a day
when there were no available licences for
salmon, Jonny and I took our kayak onto
a nearby lake to explore. We caught some
beautiful specimen perch (my first on fly)
and I caught a nice size pike, but although
it was good to feel a strike and a bend in
the rod at this moment in time, given what I
was here for, it wasn’t quite as fulfilling as it
should have been.
I continued my search and could feel
my positivity waning, I kept thinking I haven’t
put in the years of effort and obsession and
so I maybe I am not worthy yet to catch and
hold my own Atlantic salmon. I continued to
try and learn as much as I could about the

different lines to use, and how the changes
in water height, temperature and clarity
affected the fish, but this is the realms of the
lifelong salmon fisher - would I ever know
enough? Then one day we had an afternoon
free before new guests arrived so we headed
to our allotted beat. It was a mission to get to,
down a long dirt track, over some stone creaks
and a trek through the wood. There had just
been a light shower and the sun was now

I soon got the hang of tying flies for salmon
instead of trout and pike but actually hooking
one proved to be difficult...
It was only a small grilse but finally I had
caught my first Atlantic salmon. Effort = reward
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shining, it was about 3:30 in the afternoon.
Since Jonny caught his large salmon he had
been letting me have first run through the
pool - what I have deemed the meaning of
true love! The pool looked spectacular, it was
only small and a little set of rapids formed at
the tail as it ran into a bigger pool. I cast out
and then re-cast. On my third cast my fly was
hit, an aggressive take, and I had a salmon on
the fly. It was only small, a grilse, and I had
it to the bank in a matter of minutes and
released again shortly after. That was it; that
was what I had been waiting for, a fresh silver,
my first Norwegian Atlantic salmon on fly. It
was much smaller than the one I had lost but
I was off the ground. In fact, I had another of
similar size two casts later, and then nothing
else. That first fish, although small was so
special. I really feel that I worked hard for him,
and a little bit of me felt sorry for tricking him
whilst he was on such an important journey.
I have since caught another grilse, slightly
bigger but still have not found one of the
famed monsters of the Reisa river, although I
have witnessed a few caught!

High five! My dear friend Marina
Gibson congratulates me on another
Norwegian salmon

Returning a fresh-run grilse to
continue on its mammoth journey

The stunning scenery of the Reisa.
Not such a bad place to work in!

I think I’m getting the hang of this now!
Another small grilse from mid-August

“

I
will
keep
on
keeping
on,
and I hopefully
before
the
season is out I
might get the
chance to bag a
big one. I have
started to get
a glimpse into
the
reasons
s a l m o n
anglers are so
obsessed, so
connected and
loyal to their quarry. I think I understand why
these fish are so special and feel honoured that
I have held one, and been in the presence of
some multi-wintered fish. I think you have to
be of a certain mindset to be a salmon angler,
to be happy just to keep casting, enjoying
being in the river, happy with such tiny odds,
and if a fish is agitated enough to take your
fly then it is a bonus. Salmon fishing has
definitely taught me patience, and respect,
but I don’t think I will ever commit myself to
only one species forever though; the world is
a big place with too much to explore. I just
hope that it hasn’t spoilt my love for pike
fishing when I get home?!

Follow Jo’s quest for a big
Norwegian salmon on her blog at
www.jostephensonfishing.com or
follow her on Facebook, Instagram
& Angling IQ

I THINK YOU HAVE TO BE OF A CERTAIN MINDSET TO BE A
SALMON ANGLER, TO BE HAPPY JUST TO KEEP CASTING,
ENJOYING BEING IN THE RIVER, HAPPY WITH SUCH TINY
ODDS, AND IF A FISH IS AGITATED ENOUGH TO TAKE YOUR FLY
THEN IT IS A BONUS
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Larger-than-life, straight-talking and also one of the UK’s top predator anglers.
From pike to perch, urban trout to bass, Ant Glascoe Jr. is a mine of information
and, to many anglers, is a breath of fresh air in the modern angling scene
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A quick chat with...
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Q. RIGHT ANT, LET’S START AT THE BEGINNING – WHEN DID YOU FIRST PICK UP A
FISHING ROD, WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST FISH AND IMPORTANTLY WHO GOT YOU INTO IT
AND INSPIRED YOU TO KEEP FISHING?
A. I started fishing at the age of 3 I think. Both my parents were
well into pike fishing at the time and they use to live-bait a lot. I
can remember the old cork inline pike bungs bobbing about and I
would sit for hours watching them. The thing I guess that got me
hooked was seeing my Mum hook a huge chub on a gudgeon
livebait. Then as she was just about to net the chub, a monster
pike hammered it. It sounds cheesy but I remember looking at
the pike eye to eye - I crapped my nappy!

Q. THERE ARE AN INCREASING NUMBER OF METHODS AND TACTICS NOWADAYS
TO FOOL PREDATORY FISH BUT WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE, OR DO YOU JUST USE
WHATEVER CATCHES THE FISH ON THE DAY?
One of two 4lb+ Scottish perch in successive casts!

Q. IT IS SO IMPORTANT THAT YOUNGER ANGLERS MAINTAIN
THAT EXCITEMENT IN ANGLING WHEN THEY FIRST START
OUT. WHAT STYLE OF FISHING FIRST GRABBED YOUR
ATTENTION IN THOSE FORMATIVE YEARS, AND WHY?
A. I had family in the States and Scandinavia and I would regular
get gifts of rubber soft baits in the mid 80s and late 90s. They
would be the likes of early Gary Yamamoto-style creature baits
and worms, aimed at the largemouth bass tournament guys.
Baits and lures like this were not even thought of here in the UK
at the time. So this lure fishing thing grabbed me by the balls at
a very early age. I found it very mind blowing and fascinating that
you could catch a fish on a fake fish/grub or worm.

A. I love the dropshot. Back in the days,
maybe the early 90s, I would use a
3m whip or a pole, elasticated at the
end, and I would dropshot homemade
worms or fork tails made from white
silicone. The idea of the pole was that
I could fish and control the soft bait
under structure at the same time. I also
used the old Silstar 6ft picker rods.
There was nothing back then specially
aimed at lure fishing, just basic spin
rods etc. Using this method I would get
some crazy looks but it was a killer for
chub and perch. It was normal for me
to mooch off down the canal and come
home with a few 3lb perch under my
belt. Then as time went by, and lure
fishing got popular here in the UK, I
tried to explain how I caught my big
perch with this dropshot method but got
rejected by magazines and even slated
by certain people. Now every man and
his pooch is dropshotting – ha ha!
Q. DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE
SPECIES AND IF SO, WHY?

Q. YOU ARE BEST KNOWN AS AN
ALL-ROUND PREDATOR ANGLER
– WHEN DID YOUR LOVE WITH
PREDATORS BLOSSOM?
A. I love anything that hunts,
especially predators. In nursery I
would actually draw pike and perch
-and maybe get bullied at the same
time, ha! But I’ve always been
obsessed with predatory fish, so it
started when I was very young.
Like unhooking a crocodile!
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A. I love zander. I class them as a real treat to fish for. They don’t naturally reach the waters
up near where I live (Manchester), so when I target them it’s a blessing.

Q. WHAT IS THE SINGLE BEST THING ABOUT ANGLING IN YOUR BOOK?
A. Simple - I love watching others catch! Or helping anglers out that need the help. Top buzz!

Q. AND WHAT’S THE WORST IN YOUR OPINION?
A. Politics. I HATE ANGLING POLITICS. I can’t be bothered with that crap! And egomaniacs.
There is too much “I wanna catch a monster fish and get sponsored” going about…
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I think zander are my favourite species.
Each time I fish for them is a real treat

A. I have been brought up with
fishing and music. My old man
is a biker/old rocker so rock and
heavy metal has always been
played in our home

Music and fishing have set me right in life

Q. WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE
GENRE/BAND/ARTIST?
A. Again very hard to choose.
I have some very interesting
pals in the music trade, some in
huge bands. I love classic rock
or southern rock. Skynyrd, Skinny Molly, Marshall Tucker and good old British metal such as
Motorhead.

Q. DO YOU LISTEN TO MUSIC WHILST OUT FISHING AND IF SO WHAT’S ON YOUR
PLAYLIST?
A. I try not to if I’m honest – I like to focus on
my fishing and all that goes with it when I’m
fishing - but my iPod is never too far away.
It helps me get all worked up and ready for
action, or war as I like to call it! I can have
anything on from the classical 1812 Overture
to Rory Gallagher - I like a mixed bag. I think
they call it an “eclectic taste” in music!

Q. YOU HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN THE ANGLING TRADE FOR MANY YEARS. DO YOU
THINK THE ANGLING TRADE/COMPANIES DO ENOUGH TO PROTECT AND DEVELOP
ANGLING AS A WHOLE?
A. I am seeing lots more done for the younger generation these days, especially by some of
the biggest names in angling. Back when I was a lad, which ain’t too long ago, no one could
give a flying f**k about the kids going fishing! Where I lived the old skool bailiffs would boot
off innocent kids from private lakes who were just simply fishing. Then that kid would go and
smash windows or drink cider.

Q. MUSIC AND FISHING ARE TWO TRULY
UNIVERSAL LANGUAGES BUT IF YOU HAD
TO CHOOSE FISHING OR MUSIC, COULD
YOU PICK ONE OVER THE OTHER OR ARE
THEY BOTH AS IMPORTANT AS EACH
OTHER IN YOUR OWN LIFE?

Q. IF YOU HAD TO PICK JUST ONE ANGLER TO FISH WITH, FROM ANY ERA OR
COUNTRY, WHO WOULD IT BE AND WHY?
A. Arrrgghh that’s such a hard one! Errm… I am going to be cheeky here, and pick two. First,
Dave Marciano from Wicked Tuna. Why? Because he is a MAD MAN! And second, my old
mate Mike Estes, ex-Lynyrd Skynyrd guitarist and Skinny Molly frontman. Again he is bad ass
and a good angler, too.

Q. ANGLING IS OBVIOUSLY A HUGE PART OF YOUR LIFE BUT SO IS MUSIC. WHERE
DOES THE MUSICAL INFLUENCE COME FROM?
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A. They are both as important as each other;
they have both guided me down the right path
in my life, and kept me from trouble. Well, kind
off!

Me and my mate Mick Estes, ex-Lynryd Skynyrd
guitarist. He’ s a very good angler, too!
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Me and Matt Hayes on a recent Canadian
adventure. Man, that place is WILD!

Q. BACK TO FISHING… WHAT WOULD BE YOUR BEST ADVICE OR TIP TO SOMEONE
LOOKING TO TAKE THEIR PREDATOR ANGLING TO THE NEXT LEVEL, TO BECOME
MORE CONSISTENT AND SUCCESSFUL?
A. Simple, just fish and don’t stress out! Take lots of pictures, gather a portfolio. Watch other
anglers, learn from their mistakes, read as much as you can about it and don’t be scared to
try new things! We are all still learning…

Q. WHAT’S THE ONE SPECIES YOU WOULD LOVE TO CATCH ABOVE ALL OTHERS BUT
HAVEN’T SO FAR?
A. I would love to catch a salmon, believe it or not. I have spent some time with my old pal
Matt Hayes recently and he has drummed catching one of these into my head! I would like to
get one on a lure though but for some reason that would get me a public ass whooping?!

Q. WHAT IS THE CRAZIEST THING THAT
HAS HAPPENED TO YOU WHILST OUT
FISHING?
A. Wow, I have had many strange
things happen. The one that sticks
out was when a huge common seal
jumped onto the back of my boat to
try and get a huge pollock I had just
caught. Seriously, it nearly tipped the
f*****g boat over!

A. The deep South, Louisiana. I love all that southern American theme. I would love to hunt
largemouth bass in that neck of the woods and maybe an alligator too!

Q. PICK ONE LURE TO GET YOU A PIKE ABOVE ALL OTHERS?
Q. WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE PLACE TO
FISH AND WHY?

A. A Savage Gear Da Bush. It’s a real killer! It’s a spinner bait

A. It was the Shetlands but now,
having just returned from a trip, it has
to be Canada. It’s WILD!

Q. AND FINALLY, WHAT IS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE CAPTURE AND WHY?

Q. ONE DESTINATION YOU WOULD LOVE
TO FISH IN BUT HAVEN’T YET?
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A. That’s a hard one.....my most memorable capture has to be getting two perch over 4lbs in
two drops up in Scotland. One was just ounces from the Scottish record!

Ant, thanks so much for that look into
your fishing and life. See you back in
the pages of Off the Scale soon!
Issue 12
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Peter Walsh 042-967 3660 pwalshie76@gmail.com @anglerschoice.ie

STOCKED BRANDS
INCLUDE:

ANGLERS CHOICE is the North East’s leading tackle shop. We cater for all
anglers and pride ourselves on carrying the best tackle range in the country

3D LINETHRU
ROACH

3D LINETHRU
PIKE

3D LINETHRU HYBRID PIKE

FROM €20.00
FROM €15.50

Find us

3D LINETHRU
TROUT

FROM €11.50

DEXTER EEL 150
3D JUMPING
FROG

FROM €13.00

UNIT 3 CROSS ST.,
CARRICKMACROSS,

FROM €8.50

SLIDER

3D HARD EEL

FROM €10.00
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Full Selection of
Frozen Dead baits
in stock

FROM €10.50

CO. MONAGHAN

OPENING TIMES: Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat 9am-6.30pm, Thurs 9am-7pm,
			
Closed Sunday

3 pcs.

All Fox Rage Predator Accessories
in stock

FROM €11.50

www.anglerschoice.ie
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Simply put, kids are the future of everything – politics,
business, sport, the environment and, of course, fishing. It is up
to current generations to nurture them, to encourage them and
to teach them. However, some young anglers appear to need
little coaching and are already way ahead of their years in terms
of ability and knowledge.

“CLOSE TO HOME”
Written by: Dean Berry (14)
Photography by: Dean & Keith Berry

M

y name is Dean Berry and I am 14
years old. I live near the coastal
town of Bangor, Co. Down in
Northern Ireland. Bangor was
once a seaside holiday resort but is now used
mainly for leisure fishing and shopping. At the
bottom end of the Main Street there is a pier
with a marina and some rocks either side of
the pier. During the summer months the pier is
filled with anglers fishing for mackerel.
I normally go coarse fishing most of the
time but when I am unable to I like to go down
to the pier to catch some mackerel for winter
pike baits. It started off fun but soon I began
to get bored of it because I wasn’t enjoying
the fight of the fish with the heavy rods, plus
people were surrounding me and casting over
my line every time I caught a mackerel! One
day I decided to have a walk around, looking
over the pier wall and I began to notice fish
of all shapes and sizes - species I had never
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Dean Berry already has, at just 14, a list of personal best’s to
rival many twice or three times his age. A self-confessed coarse
angling fanatic, incredibly he has already landed tench to over
6lb, pike to over 20lb, 2lb+ perch, big bream - you name it, Dean’s
probably caught it! But, refreshingly, fishing is not all about size for
the young Co. Down native. He is just as happy catching minispecies as he is specimens which is why Dean has chosen to
write about his newly found love of LRF-style sea fishing near his
coastal home of Bangor...

seen before. I wanted to try and catch them
but didn’t really know how. I threw a piece of
mackerel into the clear water and watched it
slowly sink. The little fish were on it in a flash
and ripped the mackerel up in seconds. I put
a piece on one of my feathers and dropped
it down the pier wall where the fish instantly
pecked and tore at the bait. It was very exciting
for me to watch but the fish, whatever they
were, were unable to get the hooks in their
tiny mouths. When I got home I couldn’t stop
thinking about these little fish and I really
wanted to catch them. I looked through my
fishing tackle and found a packet of small
hooks that I used for catching roach and rudd
I also picked out a reel spooled with some 4lb
line.

EXCITEMENT
The next day I was so excited to maybe
catch a new species of fish. I took the first bus

I found that my local pier and marina, usually only fished for mackerel, was full of other species too!
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It was always great to
catch them on the lures
instead of bait.

This little blenny started my love of LRF-style angling

to Bangor and got down to the pier as quickly
as I could. I set up with a simple float rig and a
piece of mackerel on the hook before dropping
the float straight down the pier wall into the
crystal clear water. As the bait slowly fluttered
in the tide, a few very small fish would come
to inspect the piece of mackerel but would
swim away again just as quick. Just then I saw
a bigger fish - it was very light in colour and
covered with small dark spots. It was swimming
very close to the rocks but then darted up
and grabbed the bait. I struck and I reeled it in
quickly. It was a very odd looking mini-beast
but I was delighted to catch it. I later found out
it was called a blenny. I was delighted!

LRF
That little blenny was the fish that started it
all – my new found love for sea fishing. I would
fish for them as often as I could and really
enjoyed catching them. One day the guy who
worked behind the counter in the local tackle
shop told me about LRF (light rock fishing) and
he showed me the ultra-light rods and the little
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lures. I really liked the idea of it so I saved up
my pocket money to buy a rod and a few lures.
When I had enough money I bought myself a
HTO rockfish UL rod and my dad (Keith) bought
me a spool of 8lb braid and a box of small
rubber perch lures. I couldn’t wait to try out my
new gear!
On my first trip out with my new set up
I fished the marina rather than off the pier. No
one else fished there, it was deep and had a
nice sandy bottom and I thought it must hold
loads of these smaller species. I put a lure with
a twirly tail onto a jig head and then flicked it
to the edge of the sandbank and let it sink to
the bottom. I started to retrieve the lure slowly
when all of a sudden the rod tip pulled round I
was into my first fish on my new gear. The fight
was unreal on the light rod! The fish came to
the surface and I lifted it up over the wall. My
prize was safely in my hand, a lovely little cod,
my first catch with on the LRF gear. I totally
fell in love with this style of light fishing after
that catching fish that people normally ignore,
like gobies and the smaller species of wrasse.

After a while my
lure collection grew,
buying lures of all colors
shapes and sizes, and
my knowledge of LRF
got better and better. It
had soon turned into an
My lure collection grew and so did
addiction and I began
my knowledge of different species,
to learn where certain
like this pollock
species of fish lived
within the pier and amongst the rocks.
Some days I would go fishing to catch as
many species as possible like butterfish,
gurnard, rock cook wrasse and many
others, then some other days I would go
fishing trying to specifically catch pollock

My first fish on my first dedicated LRF set up - a nice codling which gave an unreal fight!
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and cod on lures. The end result was always
the same - I enjoyed whatever I caught.

BALLAN WRASSE
Recently I have been targeting good size Ballan
wrasse with lures and having lots of success,
too. I have been constantly looking on Bing
maps, searching out marks along the coastline
of Bangor, trying to find shallow rocky water
where a big wrasse may be lurking. Exploring
the coast in search of wrasse is an amazing
experience, walking along the rocks looking for
wrasse territory like gullies between the rocks.

st for wrasse

re-type lures be

tu
I’ve found crea

A rod, bag of lures, life jacket and off I go!

A goby. One of
many species
I have caught
there’s still lo
ts of new ones
so far but
to discover!

Wrasse are nearly always within twenty
feet of the shore and as it is “snag city” close
in I always choose to fish my lure Texas style,
i.e. weedless. The best lures I think for catching
wrasse are “creature” baits. I like to fish these
lures with a very slow retrieve and tap the rod
tip every once in a while as this can result in
some great fish.
I have only been fishing with LRF tactics
for a year and a half and have honestly enjoyed
it every step of the way, exploring new places
and catching fish I never even knew existed in
Irish waters. As if this wasn’t enough, every fish
puts up a good fight on the ultra-light gear no
matter what the size. To be honest, LRF is the
only style of lure fishing I enjoy, traveling light
only bringing a rod, a bag full of lures and a
life jacket - a life jacket really is essential while
doing this type of fishing as fishing from rocks
can be dangerous and no fish is worth losing
your life for.
There are many more species I have
yet to catch and I look forward to fishing the
unexplored shoreline and catching more of
these fish that are not fished for, just a few
miles from my home.

Exploring the shallow rocky shoreline on the Bangor coast for some hard fighting wrasse
(and yes, I should be wearing a life jacket in this picture!)
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Post using #limelightOtS

Patrick “Buddy” Ryan took a break
out from running the brilliant Killinarden
Angling Initiative and landed this adorable
baby smooth hound whilst fishing off
an East coast beach. Excellent photo,
Buddy!

Want your fish or photo to appear
in the Limelight? Then either get
our attention by posting it with
#limelightOtS to our social media,
send us a PM or email us at
editor@offthescaleangling.ie with
some brief details!

The place to proudly show off
your catches and angling images

Well known Northern Irish kayak angler
Andrew McIlhone was reef fishing on a local
mark recently at Ardfert, Co. Down and landed
a great mixed bag including ling, wrasse and
several decent codling (above).
Perhaps his favourite shot of the summer
though is this beautiful Red gurnard (left),
caught from the equally beautiful Malin Head,
Donegal.
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ambassador,
graffiti artist and
brainchild behind
“Video Battle”

Adam O Connor
(aka Dusto) with a

recent hard fighting
River Wye barbel
taking on trotting
tactics. Awesome!

14 year old Cork City angler Greg
Forrest has had a great year’s
fishing so far. Not only did he land
his very first pike (above) whilst lure
fishing on Sheperton Lake, West
Cork but he has also landed a string
of specimen carp from his local Cork
Lough, topped by this whopping 20lb
0oz common in early September. Well
done Greg, keep it up!
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Words by Colby Proffitt
Photography by Colby Proffitt & friends

TARPON
on the fly
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SIMPLY HOOKING ONE LONG
ENOUGH TO SEE IT JUMP IS CAUSE
FOR CELEBRATION. HOOKING ONE
AND GETTING IT NEAR THE BOAT
IS A TRIUMPH. HOOKING ONE,
FIGHTING IT TO THE BOAT, AND
HOLDING IT FOR A PHOTOGRAPH
- THAT'S A NEAR MIRACLE

F

ound along the east coast of
the U.S. from Virginia all
the way to Brazil, and from
Senegal to Angola, Megalops
Atlanticus (Atlantic tarpon), or the
“Silver King” as it is commonly
referred to by anglers, is a prized
gamefish. A bony fish, tarpon are not
heavily sought after by commercial
fisherman; however, they are a primary
target for sport fisherman, especially in
Florida, throughout the Caribbean, and
the Gulf of Mexico.
Fish migrate, and consequently,
they obtain a myriad of names
throughout their journey – from
different people in different parts of the
world who speak different languages –
and the tarpon is no exception: abalitsa,
atlantischer tarpun, big scale, caffum,
camurupi, grande ecaille, grande ecoy,
jewfish, madzorfloe, manyofle, mell,
ofin, palika, peixe-prata, pez lagarto,
sábalo, sabaloreal, savalle, silberfisch,
silverfish, suwiki, tainha – the list is
endless.

THE CHALLENGE
With adults ranging from four to
eight feet in length and weighing in
at more than 150 pounds in many
cases, its sheer size makes it the catch
of a lifetime. Add the fact that it has
a reputation for
acrobatics and is
known for hurling
its entire body clear
out of the water
several times once
hooked, and you
understand the
allure this fish has
to anglers around
the globe.
The
challenge, of
course, is hooking
and landing the fish.
With tarpon, you’re
not just going to
cast a line and catch
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one. Talk to anyone who has spent
any time fishing for tarpon and you’ll
quickly realize that simply hooking one
long enough to see it jump is cause for
celebration. Hooking one and getting
it near the boat is a triumph. Hooking
one, fighting it to the boat, and holding
it for a photograph – that’s a near
miracle.

THE METHODS
Left
The once endangered
Brown pelicans are now
a common sight in the
Florida Keys
Below right
A tarpon on a short line it’s far from over yet and
even getting to this stage
of the fight, especially on a
fly rod, is a triumph!

Like many fish, tarpon can be caught
any number of ways – live bait,
artificial lures, cut bait, and on the fly.
Regardless of the method, with a bony,
cement-like mouth and head, the fish
is equally difficult to catch. In many
cases, even the strongest, sharpest
hookset may not sufficiently pierce
through the rocky mouth of the fish.
Depending on your bait, a 4/0 to 6/0
circle hook is preferred – just make
sure your hooks are sharp.
SPINNING GEAR

Assuming the fish is 100 pounds or
more, you’ll need a leader of 80-125lb
test with a main line of at least 50lb
test. Braid offers a number of benefits
over mono or fluoro and depending
on where you plan to fish for these
beasts, you may need to go down as
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low as 30lb test, or up it to 70 or more.
Easily spooked fish in shallow water
will require longer casts, which will
require thinner diameter lines. Rod size
will need to match your reel and both
will, in turn, need to match your bait.
Plan for a seven to eight foot heavy
action rod. Like most fish, tarpon have
patterns and seemingly preferred baits,
but also like most fish, the second I
tell you what to use, their preference
may change. Additionally, a Tarpon’s
taste off the coast of South Carolina
may vary greatly from the preference
of a ‘Poon in the Gulf. In general, eels,
8-10 inch swimbaits, Bombers, YoZuri Crystal Minnows, MirrOlures, and
other similar lures will at least get the
attention of the fish. Know your water,
see what baitfish are nearby, and throw
something similar.
ON THE FLY

For the fly-rodder, 12wt rods with
floating line are a must. Even an
advanced angler will have difficulty
landing a fish on anything less than a
12wt – and at that point, the risk to the
fish increases dramatically. Enjoy the
thrill of the fight, but fish responsibly
and respect the fish; use the right gear
to ensure a safe release.
For those throwing flies,
your best bet is to consult a local
guide. Enrico’s tarpon streamers
may do wonders on Monday, but
by Wednesday, they may only be
interested in tarpon Bunnies, Worm
Flies, or Gurglers. Guides know the
water, they know the fish, and a good
one can optimize your time on the
water. For recommended guides in
Florida, visit theminnowbucket.net
Knots and line are critical
when it comes to catching a tarpon on
the fly. Manufacturers offer a number
of line and leader options, and for
someone who may be accustomed to
trout on the fly, or even salmon, setup
is important, but not critical. For most
trout fly-rodders, backing is just there,
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Above
As with most species, fly
choice depends on many
factors and can change
frequently depending on
the fish’s mood. Patterns
like this Chilli Pepper is a
good, reliable choice for
tarpon.
Right
A fly-caught tarpon is
safely held at the side of
the boat before the trophy
shots are taken and the all
important release

and it rarely touches the water. When
it comes to tarpon, good backing and
strong knots may make the difference
between a photo opp’ with a fish and a
photo of the sunset.
Start with 30# backing, 200
yards minimum. Go bigger if you
can. Every guide has a preferred knot,
but a Bimini knot will work well for
connecting the backing to your main
line. From the main line, you’ll need a
9-12ft leader, depending on conditions.
Leaders can be broken down a number
of ways – again, consult a guide. I
prefer a 5-6ft section of 50lb test,
followed by a 3ft section of 30lb test,
followed by a 1-2ft section of 40-60lb
shock tippet, using improved blood
knots to connect each. The variance
in line size and length is necessary to
turn over the type of flies you’ll be
throwing, and a strong tippet will stand
up against the hard, sandpaper-like
mouths of the fish. Nothing worse than
getting a good hook-set and losing
the fish at the boat on account of an
inadequate tippet.

splash and are more likely to spook a
fish that is, by nature, easily spooked.
The fly, on the other hand, although it
may require more work to precisely
place, can land on the water with
minimal disturbance, which is often
key to hooking a tarpon.
In clear water, anglers can
anticipate the movement, speed, and
direction of a school of tarpon, and
cast their fly appropriately. And it’s
often this point of presentation that
determines whether the fish sips the fly
or the entire school scatters is fear.
Sometimes, tarpon cruise in
solitude, but usually, there will be four
or more. And in many cases, there
will be an entire train of fish (eight or
more). In cases of more than one fish,
don’t cast at the first; cast at the third
or fourth fish in line. Reason being, if
you cast at the first fish and you don’t
land your fly correctly, or you do and
the fish still spooks, the entire train
will be spooked. However, if you cast

THE FLY, ON THE OTHER HAND,
ALTHOUGH IT MAY REQUIRE MORE
WORK TO PRECISELY PLACE, CAN
LAND ON THE WATER WITH MINIMAL
DISTURBANCE, WHICH IS OFTEN KEY TO
HOOKING A TARPON
after the first few fish, you won’t spook
those in the front, and if you do spook
those in the rear, you at least have a
second cast at the first few fish in the
line.

THE ANGLE
Casting to tarpon is tough, even when
you can see them. And, it’s even harder
when there are more than one. You’d
think it would get easier if there were
more fish. Think again.
Assuming you have a clear line

THE CAST
Experienced anglers can pretty much
drop a fly or lure on a dime. Most
lures, however, will make a bigger
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of sight to the fish, the wind is in your
favor – a gentle tailwind to float your
fly forward, past your head, and gently
onto the water’s surface 30-40 yards
in front of you – and your guide has
been able to position the boat perfectly
without aggravating or spooking
your target, you now face a two-fold
challenge:

WHILE CERTAIN SPECIES MAY ENGULF
ANYTHING THAT HITS THE WATER WITHIN
A 10FT RADIUS, TARPON ARE SMART;
AND BIGGER TARPON ARE SMARTER

• PART I:
d=rt - look at where the fish is now,
estimate its speed and direction, and
calculate where it will be after the 7-12
seconds it takes you to false cast and
drop your fly
• PART II:
Guess - two of the variables in your
equation may change at any point
during your cast – the fish may
accelerate or come to a halt, it may
stay the course or veer 45° to the right.
If you’ve ever cast a fly, you know not
to try to change direction mid cast. If
you’ve ever cast a fly in wind in the
Keys, you really know not to try to
change direction mid-cast.
Once you get past the mental
arithmetic and guesswork, not to
mention the adrenaline of seeing a
school swim under your boat, you learn
to adjust – the key skill to a successful
day on the water anywhere in the world
– and you recognize your angle. While
certain species may engulf anything
that hits the water within a 10ft radius,
tarpon are smart; and bigger tarpon are
smarter. Baitfish and other prey don’t
typically swim towards a bucketmouth.
So if you cast and your fly finds its way
towards a tarpon, don’t be surprised if
the fish spooks and darts away. Cast
so that your fly (or soft splashing lure)
is swimming away from the fish – at
approximately a 45° angle. Strip your
fly to imitate the bait it is supposed
to be – if it’s a shrimp, make it pop
and dart; if it’s a wounded baitfish,
don’t strip it in a straight line. Make it
lifelike.
Watch the fish and know where
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your fly is at all times. Often, novice
tarpon fisherman get so distracted by
the size, or the simple presence, of the
fish, that they forget they have a bait in
the water. Many expect the fish to bust
out of the water like a largemouth bass
after a top-water frog. Sometimes, that
happens, but many times, despite their
huge mouths, tarpon simply sip the fly
off the surface. On a totally calm day,
that would be noticeable. In 15mph
winds, if you aren’t watching the fly,
you wouldn’t know a 100lb+ fish was
on the other end of your line.

LISTEN TO YOUR GUIDE
Local guides know the fish, the water,
and the lures and flies that work.
Do your research, talk to the guide
beforehand so you are comfortable,
you are prepared, and you know what
to expect. Anybody can show up with
a couple rods and a 12-pack. Only the
determined, patient, and diligent angler
will hook and land one of the greatest
gamefish in the ocean.
Plan accordingly – while some
may be fortunate enough to hook a fish
in a single day, many may fish for two
or three days before finally landing a
tarpon. The wait, I assure you, is worth
it.
Thanks for reading,
CP

Above
One of my recent
successes - a huge bar of
Florida silver
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TARPON SIMPLY SIP THE FLY OFF THE SURFACE. ON A TOTALLY CALM DAY,
THAT WOULD BE NOTICEABLE. IN 15MPH WINDS, IF YOU AREN'T WATCHING
THE FLY, YOU WOULDN'T KNOW A 100LB+ FISH WAS ON THE OTHER END

You can follow Colby’s
angling adventures at
www.theminnowbucket.net
or on social
media
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#askOtS

Ask
the

EX?ERTS

We recently introduced
a new concept on our
Facebook and Twitter pages
- where you, loyal readers
and followers, get to ask
any question you want to
our panel of experts!
Below is some of the most
helpful, thought-provoking
and entertaining material
that resulted...

GAME

Jason Nash

CARP/PIKE
Dan O Kelly

BASS

Sid Jones

Daniel Brosnan Sid Jones, I recently there has been a lot of talk about lure fishing surf
beaches both at night and during the day. I recently witnessed a lure angler out-fish bait
anglers on a surf beach here in Kerry. What’s your opinion on this - hard or soft lure? Day or
night? Rod size? Mono or braid etc…
Sid Cyril Jones Hi Daniel and thank you for your question... I believe you’re looking for the
holy grail as in a defined answer to your question…but here’s my take... So back to front;

2) Rod length: totally down to the angler and genera of fishing, i.e. say a Feed Shallow
weighs 28g, the Vulture weighs 20g and a Fiish Black Minnow is 12.5g, so a rod capable of
throwing these weights comfortably is a wise option. In my opinion the Major Craft Skyroad
ticks so many boxes and is very reasonably priced for such a quality rod that can tackle so
many lures and fishing situations. I use the 8’6”... click here Cian in Absolute Fishing Tramore
will have them, highly recommended (and no, I’m not sponsored by Major Craft!)
3) Day or night: well that totally depends on the mark... Some fish better in the day than
the night, some anglers prefer the night to the day too and that’s totally dependent on their
knowledge and reconnaissance over certain marks. This is where watercraft catches fish and
not your expensive lure; knowledge of marks does, so get walking and searching!
4) Hard or soft: oh, so different and situation dependent... Rough marks won’t take hard
diving plastic lures so soft plastics are the way to go or do you go top water or walk the dog?
Or sub-surface... Soft plastics - do you need a weedless format? Experience is everything.
You say Dan that your surf beaches are fishing well on lures, so it’s aggressive bass hunting!
And of course I haven’t mentioned needle fish lures… Different situations call for different
lures. Thanks for asking, I hope I’ve been of some help to you, stay safe and tight lines, Sid.
Off the Scale Great answer Sid. What would you say to anglers unsure about when to choose
top-water lures or use more conventional patterns; what conditions would you look for when
surface fishing, for example? And how late in the year do you think one can realistically target
bass on the surface? Jason might be able to help here, too!
Sid Cyril Jones Top water fishing can be great fun with some great visual takes from bass. I
take out the top stuff usually when the water is just about covering my marks on the flood, as
the bass are chasing pray. Diving lures would be gone to Davy Jones’ Locker in this situation
so surface lures fit the bill. Or when you see a shoal of sprat or sand eel being smashed, a
surface lure can be a very useful weapon. I tend to throw a subtle lure first so as not to spook
any fish and if that didn’t work I’d go all out popping and splashing to irritate and entice
a strike. There are some good lures out there that tackle a bit choppier conditions like the
Shower Blow and the mighty Gunfish... so much choice it would make you dizzy. I tend to
keep it simple, with a few lures suiting calm and choppy water. Fun on the surface would be
carry on up until the water starts to drop in temperature and the bass become less active and
lazy so it depends on Mother Nature but usually mid-November would see the water start
cooling
Jason Nash Sid has pretty much covered it there! We were catching fish off the surface until
late October last year and would have in November only the weather turned for the worse. I’d
be happy to use them, and any other lure, once water temperature is above 10 degrees.
Sid Cyril Jones 10 is the magic number
Off the Scale As it is for coarse fish in the springtime too incidentally...

1) Braid over mono, always with a fluorocarbon leader (strength depending on area rocks/
sandy bottom) i.e. the rougher the stronger. 18” is a good length of leader
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James Sullivan Dan, where are the biggest, real Irish Carp in Ireland? North to South

recommend? And what size of treble hooks for pike from mid-doubles - 30lb?

Off the Scale Now there’s an interesting one...

Daniel O Kelly I use an up-trace/bite trace system. I do this because I found after most runs
I would have to replace about 18” to two feet of wire because the pike would have made bits
of the last ten inches. So what I do now is use about a foot of 45lbs PikePro trace wire as a
bite trace and 18” to 3ft of 60lbs wire as an up-trace. This way I’m only replacing 1ft of wire
each time the trace gets mangled and with this heavier set up I reduce the chances of a “one
that got away story” 90% of the time I use size 6 hooks. I only use size 4s if I’m using big
baits, say 12ozs to a pound. Kamasan B990 salmon tube fly trebles are my hook of choice.
They have never let me down. Crimps all the way, I could never get used to the old elasticum
wire, the stuff you just wrap around itself. I’ve not seen it in years. I’ve never used the tarty
rubber sleeves to cover up the trebles, maybe I should? They would reduce some of the glare
and hold the treble firmer to the trace. Another advantage of using the up-trace system is that
you have two swivels. Sometimes I find that a swivel can get a piece of weed caught around
it while you’re reeling it in and this stops it doing its job, leading to the trace been all twisted.
Using two swivels reduces the chances of this happening. I normally use ball bearing swivels.
I hope this helps.

Daniel O Kelly I suppose “what is real” is a bigger question. What is real now and what will
be real in say 20 years, 100 years’ time… By real I assume you mean one of the original Irish
strains. But that strain (or strains) was introduced at one point in time, much like the stockings of the French and English strains in recent years. The French fish, as we call them, were
meant to be a mixture of three strains and the English are a mixture of two strains. Just because the original Irish ones are here longer doesn’t mean they’re any better or worse, they’re
just here longer. Future Irish carp anglers will probably not be able to tell the difference between the strains as I’m sure they will be well cross bred at that stage. In short, Irish carp and
Irish carp angling is going through a changing era.
Personally I can draw a line between the different strains I catch and set my target
weights differently for different waters. But to answer your original question, the biggest original strain carp in the country that I know of at the minute is Gerry Heapes’ recent 26.6lbs from
the Lough in Cork (August 2016). And I’ve heard a rumour that it has come out recently at
27lbs. Apart from that I think you need to look at Iniscarra Reservoir to see if Tony McCarthy’s
26lbs+ is still swimming around there.

Andrew Currie Brilliant help Dan thank you for this. I feel reassured now as I trust your words
a lot. Thank you buddy!

Olly Lynch Jason, is it hard to learn double handed fly casting?
Jason Nash Evening Olly and thanks for your question. Double handed fly casting is not
difficult, provided you have the correct rod, reel and line set up, plus some tuition. When
I first picked up a double handed fly rod I was mimicking what I saw in videos and read
in books but nothing can beat the advice and tuition you receive from someone who can
cast proficiently. Many angling clubs offer fly casting open days on an annual basis to help
novice anglers. Some clubs also provide fishing guides who can advise and give fly casting
instruction. Another avenue to go down is employing the services of an APGAI (Association of
Professional Game Angling Instructors Ireland) instructor, see http://apgai-ireland.ie
Instructors such as Glenda Powell, Kieran Conlon and Conor Arnold are local, APGAI
qualified instructors. I hope this answers your question and if you have any more questions
don’t hesitate to ask

Off the Scale Sid, it might seem obvious to some but for those who maybe haven’t done a
heap of bass fishing on lures, is fluorocarbon necessary as a leader (can you just use mono
instead) and what length do you personally find best? Also what strength/diameter braid do
you recommend as a mainline?
Sid Cyril Jones Good question. I personally prefer to use a fluorocarbon leader usually a
length of between 18”- 30”.This act’s as a rubbing leader in some situations where you’d
be casting, for example, a soft plastic over reef or through weedy ground it helps with the
abrasiveness of the weed and it’s less visible to the hopefully waiting bass. There are good
quality mono lines out there but it’s fluorocarbon by choice for me... I use different strength
leaders for different fishing marks, the rougher the mark the heavier the leader strength, up to
about 20lb for rough stuff and right down to 10lb for clean beaches.
Braid wise, I’m loving the Daiwa J-8 braid at the moment, a very good quality 8-strand
braid at a very reasonable price I’m using 20lb @ 0.16mm... I find the J8 is excellent for
casting so you can afford to go up in strength and diameter without losing any distance.

Andrew Currie Would be keen to know decent pike terminal tackle needed for live/deadbaiting on the bottom and more so on the float. I’m a bit of a tackle tart so traces will be
crimped, treble hooks will be covered up etc. So what terminal tackle items would you
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Off the Scale Jason the salmon season is fast approaching the end. Have you any tips
specific to this time of year for those lads who want to get out and catch some late season
fish, other than fishing when there is a bit of extra water, of course... What would be your
starting point in general?
Jason Nash As always, fishing methods and areas fished can be dependent on the time of
year. Autumn heralds the prominence of lower temperatures and shorter days. Salmon sense
that spawning time is beginning to creep closer and in my experience this can mean fish are a
little more sulky. Sure, there are days when they are far more aggressive, especially cock fish,
but quite often pools can be full of fish yet they may only come on the take for short periods
of time, even in good water conditions. For fresh, tide-run salmon, the lower river usually
fishes best as autumn fish don’t run as fast as springers. Resident salmon in the lower pools
also slow their silver counterparts down so there is no need to hurry upriver after a flood.
Concentrate a larger amount of your fishing in flats of rivers and by this I mean areas of the
river with a steady current. Salmon may have spent quite a long time in freshwater and are
not going to expend too much energy by lying in faster flows. This time of year sees more
salmon in these “flats”.
With regards to methods, I stick to spinning and fly fishing as it is easier to release
coloured salmon. Fly/spinner size and colour are always dictated by water clarity and height
but a great colour for this time of year is red and it has proven hugely successful time and
again. Red Flying C’s with silver blades for clear water and copper/gold for coloured water are
hard to beat. For flies, any tried and trusted pattern will work and flies incorporating mostly
orange, red and/or claret do very well. Fishing long winged flies, such as Sunray Shadows,
and casting them square so they swing around the current faster can be worth a shot also.
If the water is low and warm, keep an eye out for the first cold nights as a reduction in water
temperature really wakes the salmon up. Finally, as the close season is just around the corner
do try and get out as often as possible!! And don’t forget to return your logbooks to Inland
Fisheries Ireland by October 19th.

Off the Scale Dan, a question some lads have asked us recently; as guy is going to France,
where you have personally spent a huge amount of time of course, and they want to fish a
non-commercial lake, i.e. public water. What is your baiting strategy normally on the publics,
particle or boilie? Or a mix of both? We are talking about fish which maybe aren’t all that
heavily fished for here...
Daniel O Kelly A big question and many anglers will have their own theories on this issue.
I used to fish with a mixture of everything but over the last number of years I’ve decided to
just use boilies and big ones. Nothing under 24mm and hookbaits up to 30mm with 20mm
pop ups on top of that. Big carp have no problem taking them. I`ve found that using anything
under that will result in bream, roach etc. staying in your swim and sooner or later connecting
with your hook bait, which results in you having to re-bait at 4am and disturb your swim.
Another thing I’ve found, and what people need to be aware of these days is that cats are
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more widespread around France and they are getting bigger. It’s never really a smart thing for
a fish to be around fish of a much bigger size as it generally ends in one fish been eaten. So
I don’t like the idea of 2m+ cats being attracted into my swim by frenzied roach or silver fish
munching on hemp or particles small boilies etc. I feel that the carp might just move off out
of the swim. I’ve found that with using bigger boilies, and only big boilies, the silver fish tend
not to hang around, purely because they’re not getting any return for their efforts. This is not
to say that cats won’t come in and eat boilies, they will, but it reduces it massively. The first
big session I did using this tactic was over 7 and a half weeks and I only had 2 bream and
no cats. Other anglers on the night zones that were using particles, pellet etc. were getting
numbers of bream and cats. They were even getting cats hitting the bream that had taken the
hookbaits. So, for an easier life now I just fish with big boilies.
The other benefit of using big boilies is that you can generally work out what’s going on
in your swim, i.e. if you’re getting runs you can introduce more bait, if not ease off on the bait.
I normally start with about half a kilo to a kilo per rod and gauge it after that. I used harder
baits so that if a storm blows up and lasts a few days I can sit there happy in the knowledge
that my swim and rigs are still fishing effectively.
To answer the second part of your question, there are very few public waters in France
now that have not had boilies thrown in at some stage or other. I would not worry about carp
not knowing what they are. But if you are still worried about it you can try things like tiger nuts
and maybe Brazil nuts. You will still get bream on the tigers, but double Brazil nut will reduce
any bream takes and I’ve caught a lot of public fish on them. Glug them in maple or caramel
syrup.

We hope you found that interesting and maybe learned a thing or two in
the process. Be sure to keep an eye out for the next round of our Ask the
Experts on our social media pages during October.
Why not get involved?

#askOtS
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Lloyd Lynch

Lloyd Lynch &
Matthew Doyle

Return to
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YOUNG IRISH CARP ANGLER LLOYD LYNCH VISITED
FRANCE FOR THE FIRST TIME THIS SPRING - AND HE
ALMOST EMPTIED THE LAKE! HE RECENTLY RETURNED
WITH HIS PAL MATTHEW DOYLE TO THE SAME VENUE FOR
ANOTHER GO AT ONE OR TWO OF THE BIGGER RESIDENTS.
HERE’S HOW THEY GOT ON...

Off the Scale

1

T

he time had finally arrived again; time
to head back to France in search of
some monsters. Our previous trip,
which was our first fishing journey
abroad, back in April, proved very
successful. We landed a total of 31 carp
between us, with my biggest being a huge
42lb mirror. It was a brilliant week with some
lovely fish caught – we just had to go back as
soon as we possibly could!
It was August the 13th and as we set
sail for Cherbourg my friend Matthew and I
were full of excitement and couldn’t wait to
get fishing. It was a relief to finally be on the
boat after all the stress of the previous week,
with all that had happened. At one stage we
thought we were going to have to cancel
it due to major problems with Matthew’s
car but that’s another story. In the end we
managed to make it happen and we were
on route to Lac du Val in Normandy and that
was the main thing.
After nearly a full day of travelling,
with both of us absolutely exhausted, we
were finally standing and looking at the
wonderful views the lake had to offer. The
sense of tiredness completely left my body
with a burst of excitement taking over. It
was good to be back. We had a quick chat
with the owners, Sammy and Dave, and they
updated on how the lake was fishing and all
sounded good. We were told the fish were
active and seemed to be on the munch – just
what we wanted to hear!
On our last trip here, Matthew fished
Peg 2, which was the shallower end of the
water and I took Peg 4, which covered the
deeper areas. This time we decided the best

thing to do was swap sides. We were both
happy with this. The lake looked completely
different from the last time we were here
back in early spring. The trees were now in
full leaf, flowers had blossomed and the lake
looked and felt more alive now.
Once my home for the week (bivvy,
not one of the lakeside chalets) was set up it
was time to think tactics and what way I was
going to approach this swim. My right hand
rod was placed using a bait boat over to the
opposite margin, at 21 wraps (i.e. 84 yards),
next to a dead overhanging tree sticking out
into the lake. My middle rod was also placed
by bait boat, into a small bay at medium
range where I had seen fish cruising in the
upper layers. My last bait was flicked out to a
small stump tree down the left hand margin,
a spot known to produce some good catches.
Satisfied with these spots it was time to get
some bait onto them. As two of my rods
1 Ever since April we had been longing
for this trip and all that goes with it
2 Lac du Val - small, intimate, beautiful
and full of great big carp!
3 My first fish of the trip was this long
& lean 19lb+ common. That rod was
to produce quite a bit of action over
the next few days & nights...

2

3
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4
were fished off the opposite bank I walked
around to bait up, with my buckets consisting
of a mix of pellet, tigers, hemp, corn, crushed
boilie and some tiger nut additive to boost
the attraction further. My plan was to bait
little and often. The rods were fishing and
after a delicious meal cooked by Sammy the
light began to fade. It was time to see what
the first night back at the venue had in store
for us.
Matthew was first off the mark
with a lovely 20lb common. It was good to
see a fish on the bank. It wasn’t long after
when my far rod on the dead tree was
away, resulting in a long, pristine 19lb 2oz
common. Just as I was releasing my fish my
middle rod registered a bite, this one being
a plump 22lb mirror. After getting the rods
back out immediately, and following a quick
top up of bait, I went to bed a happy man.
The rest of the night was strangely
quiet but in the early hours of the morning
my left hander down the margin was away.
Just as I lifted into it I could feel the line
grinding on the branches of the stumpy tree
it was fished near, and soon it was snagged!
I kept constant pressure on it, as I like to do
when fish get me weeded or snagged up,
but sadly the hook pulled. After that incident
I realised it was going to be difficult to land
a fish on that rod… The lead had dropped
off and I was fishing the clutch extremely
tight but the fish had still managed to find
a way under the thick branches. I may have
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got more bites from that
spot but at risk of losing
and endangered the fish
I opted to find a different
area to fish. Once light,
I leaded about in search
of a new spot and I found
one; there was a small
island to my left and at
a distance of 8 wraps
there was a little clear
patch in amongst the
weed, directly in front of
a lily bed. Straight away
I introduced 10 spods of
particle onto this spot in
the hope of a quick bite
but sadly the second day
passed uneventfully.
That evening I redid all three rods and put
out fresh rigs that I had
tied during the day. The
rigs I had been using were
your standard bottom bait
presentations, as I like
to keep things as simple
as possible. Once I have
a sharp reliable hook on
the end I’m happy. My
sponsor, Hybrid Tackle, based in Northern
Ireland, supplied me with some terminal
tackle before the trip so tying new rigs up
constantly wasn’t an issue. On the hair I
was using the boilies provided at Lac du Val
topped with a piece of yellow or pink plastic
corn. It’s an easy rig to tie but effective at the
same time.

T

he second night was upon us and after
landing two mid-double commons
and a low-20 mirror off the dead
overhanging tree, the rod which I had
repositioned earlier (left) screamed off
just as the sun was rising over the French
countryside. After a slow and steady fight I
was looking down at what I just knew was a
new PB common in the net – some feeling!
My previous biggest common went 31lb; this
one pulled the scales round to 33lb on the
button and it looked every ounce of it, even
though it was spawned-out. It had a huge
frame and you could have literally put a sadly
on its back. The session had only just begun
and I was already made up.

5

“

4 Rigs, as always with me, were kept
as simple as you like

IT WAS TURNING INTO THE
SESSION I HAD HOPED FOR
BUT NEVER EXPECTED
6

5 You could have put a saddle on its
back - a new PB common of 33lb!
6 Like many French carp waters,
there are some huge examples of
other species too, like this enormous
4lb rudd!
7 And another PB from the trip, a
lovely 6lb 8oz tench. A fish which
would have been very big back home

7
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It was on the third day of our trip
that I decided to make a slight change – and
it definitely paid off. I moved my middle rod,
due to the lack of action on it, and fished it
off a bamboo tree at 21 wraps, about 20ft
away from my productive dead tree rod.
By the end of the day I had landed another
three 20lb+ carp, the biggest of these going
just over 24lb. The madness continued for
the following few days with constant action
including my new PB tench weighing six and
a half pounds, a monster rudd of 4lb (yes,
four!) and a beautiful long linear mirror. It
was turning into the session I had hoped for
but never expected. Exhausted, with barley
any sleep (though I still wasn’t complaining),
I kept working hard in the hope that a
seriously big carp would come my way. That
is usually what you have to do, especially on
holiday trips – just keep catching consistently
and hope that a big one turns up.
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well the trip was going so far and how
we were really enjoying it. At the time I
mentioned that he was also now due a big
fish. By this stage Matthew had caught a
lot of fish from the deeper water, from low
teens through to mid-20s but I had a sneaky
feeling it was only a matter of time before he
landed a very big fish. And I was right!
That night, as I was just falling
asleep having caught a beautiful 25lb
mirror, Matthew messaged me that he had
just landed his big one! I got my crocs on
(stylish!) and walked up to see the sight on
a massive common lying on his unhooking
mat. It went 39lb I was completely buzzing
for my good friend. It was well deserved,
pal. Minutes later, still standing together
trying to take it all in, my receiver signalled a
very violent take – which I ran to as quickly
as I could. The fight was different to all the
others and I had a feeling it wasn’t a carp due
to the amount of line it was taking and the
fact that it just stayed deep throughout. It
turned out to be my first ever wels catfish. It
might not have been huge for the species but
as it was my first one I was more than happy
and retained it in the sling until first light to
get a proper look at it.

“

AFTER A LONG FIGHT
AND A COUPLE OF
HEAVY HEAD SHAKES
I FOUND MYSELF
STARING INTO MY NET
AT WHAT I CAN ONLY
DESCRIBE AS A PIG
WITH FINS!

8 A stunning 30lb 12oz mirror in the
morning light of the fifth day of the trip.
This was enough to make my day but
little did I know what was going to take
my bait next...
9 A pig with fins! 40lb 6oz of creamybellied French mirror that just blew me
away

W

ell, the perseverance paid off and
on the fifth morning, after landing
a stunning 30lb 12oz mirror which
I was simply over the moon with, my middle
bobbin pulled tight and I was into what
felt like a very heavy fish. After a long fight
and a couple of heavy head shakes I found
myself staring into my net at what I can only
describe as a pig with fins! My knees were
trembling and the feeling of success rushed
through my body. I had got what I came for.
I quickly ran down to Matthew to tell him
of what I had just caught. With the scales
zeroed, he lifted the sling and fish and, after
waiting a few seconds for it to settle, read
off a weight of 40lb 6oz – I was blown away!
After plenty of pictures in the soft dawn light
and some lovely water shots it was time to
release my fat creamy bellied beast. It was
an amazing sight watching such a big fish
swim away, ready for the next lucky person
to catch.
Completely soaked and covered
in carp slime, it was time for a shower and
a lovely fry-up. As we finished breakfast,
Matthew and I started chatting about how

9
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Soon after I was woken by Matthew
again, who had caught another whacker. This
time it was a recapture of a fish from our last
session here in April. Still, it was his first carp
over 40lb by two ounces and we were both
absolutely delighted. An unbelievable session
it was turning out to be, and with two nights
left to play there was till time yet for one
more big ‘un.
It was the rod off the bamboo tree
that produced my forty, so I took a gamble
and decided to bait up this spot heavily for

11
10 A beautiful, clean 25lb’er at night,
landed just before Matthew got his
turn at a big one!
11 We were both buzzing at the sight
of 39lb’s of common carp on his
unhooking mat
12 The fishing just got better and
better as time went on. The hard work
was definitely paying off, with fish like
this typical 20lb+ mirror

10

“

I TOOK A GAMBLE AND DECIDED TO BAIT UP
THIS SPOT HEAVILY FOR THE LAST TWO NIGHTS.
AFTER ALL, I HAD NOTHING TO LOSE NOW
AFTER SUCH A GREAT RESULT

the last two nights. After all, I had nothing
to lose now after such a great result, but
everything to gain. First off, I introduced 2kg
of boilie and a kilo of particle on the spot
and it paid off handsomely! That same night
I landed a low-20 common on my left hand
rod and just as I finished spodding in the
darkness (you have to work at it…) the rod
on the bamboo tree melted off. After the
longest 30 minutes of my life and with my
arm actually aching I finally slipped the net
under what looked like a brute of a mirror.
I honestly thought that it looked another
40lb+ but even though it was “only” 35lb
6oz I was still thrilled, especially as another
change in tactics/baiting strategy had worked
for me. It was a big framed fish again, with
barely a scale to be seen, almost a leather.
After some night shots I let her go and yet
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again returned to bed a very happy carper!
After breakfast that next morning, and with
just one more night left before heading
home, I was eager to get the rods back out.
With everything in position again I settled
down to watch a film – after all, it was
supposed to be a holiday! It didn’t take long
before I was rudely interrupted by a take
from another very angry carp, which turned
out to be a scaley mirror of just under 23lb.
The rest of the day passed without any more
action.
That evening I again baited heavily
on my “banker” spot, with another 2kg of
boilie and plenty of particles and pellet, too.
It was all or nothing at this late stage, and
was either going to pay off or not – a risk
I was more than willing to take. Dusk soon
arrived and with a long journey home the

12
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“
13 Another mid-20 mirror, one of 59
fish for the week between the two of
us. We were both very happy anglers
on the trip home!
14 The second last night and his 35lb
6oz really was the icing on the cake

13

15 Sucess! Buzzing! We are already
planning our next French trip...

ALL THE LATE
NIGHTS SNEAKING
AROUND TO THE
FAR BANK HALF
ASLEEP TO BAIT UP
MY SPOTS, ALL THEM
EARLY MORNINGS
OBSERVING THE
LAKE OF SLEEP...
TOTALLY WORTH IT
14
15
following morning we both decided to have
an early night. Apart from one small mirror
during the night it was slow but neither of us
were complaining. I had had the best fishing
experience of my life and finished up with
just under 40 fish for a combined weight of
658lb. I worked very hard and was rewarded
for my efforts. All the late nights sneaking
around to the far bank half asleep to bait up
my spots, all them early mornings observing
the lake and not forgetting the lack of sleep
but it was totally worth it and I loved every
single minute of it! Carp fishing, and fishing
in general, is a big part of my life so to spend
a week away in France with one of my best
mates catching carp from a beautiful lake
surrounded by nature, well… there’s no place
I’d rather be!
After adding up the total weights of
the fish we had between us it came to over
1100lb for 59 carp. Unfortunately, the time
came to leave this magnificent place, back
to friends, family and reality. As we said our
goodbyes to Dave and Sammy, our long trip
back to Dublin began. It is certainly a holiday
I will remember for a long, long time!
LL
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NOW
OPEN
S
SUNDAY
10 - 4

Carp

Game

Pike

Sea

Coarse

All under
one roof!

Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre,
Ballycoolin,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15

Full range of Eye Level
Polaroid glasses now in stock

Nash Scope Black-Ops shelter
Goes up in seconds!

Shimano Ultegra 14000
XTDs now in stock

Ireland’s only tackle shop to be part of the
brilliant new Korda24

Reel repair service
Now available!

Saber Floating weigh/
retention sling
Just €36.80

Now proudly stocking
Nutrabaits

Phone us: 01-8991185
Email us: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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Carp Couture clothing
in stock

Ridgemonkey Bivvy-lite
Duo. Massive 2600mAh
rechargeable battery

Huge range of Asso
lines in stock
Coarse, game & sea

NEW Korda Singlez
bankstick system
In stock!
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The life of a small boat angler

Words by Barry Murphy Photography by Barry Murphy & friends

“

on the morning there was very thick fog
and even with all the modern plotters and
electronics fog is not to be taken lightly

As the summer draws to a close, the bass fishing heats up!

S
ince the last issue a bit of bass fever has set
in and this has accounted for most of our
outings in the last two months. The weather
has not been as favourable for the small
boat angler giving few opportunities to get
out to sea.
In the last issue I was in the middle of
preparations for the Irish Federation of Sea
Anglers Master Angler boat competition,
which was held out of Crosshaven in Cork
on the weekend of 1st and 2nd of July.
The competitors taking part had to qualify
through their own club competitions. It
comprises of four comps’ held over two
days and the scores are worked out as a
percentage of the winning boat’s score.
The angler with the highest score over
the four competitions is the winner and
becomes the captain of the following
year’s Irish boat angling team for the World
Championships. The anglers finishing 2nd
through 20th go in to the next round the
fish-offs, joining the top 12 from last year’s
fish offs. From this the thirty two anglers fish
another four competitions and the top five
join the Master Angler to make up the rest
of the Irish boat team. This process certainly
sorts the men from the boys!
The weather leading up to that
weekend was looking poor and we feared
that Saturday might have to be held within
the shelter of the harbour. Luckily, on
the morning the weather had improved
greatly from the forecast given and it was
agreed that the boats would fish outside
the harbour over a reef. The bait supplied
was ragworm and mackerel but fishing
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was slow all round with a few wrasse,
both cuckoo and ballan, small ling, cod,
pollock, conger, dogfish, poor cod and
pout showing - none of which were present
in any numbers. Personally, I had a two
bad sessions killing my chances of doing
well over all.
Day two was a lot better weatherwise and the boats were sent to the east
over new ground. Fishing was poor again
though and we were lucky in the morning
session there were good amounts of
pollock, but even at that they were hard
work. Other than pollock, the wrasse and
other species were scarce. For the evening
session our boat made a small move to
cleaner ground, where the catches were
mostly made up of dogfish but the odd bull
huss, whiting, dab, grey and red gurnard
were also caught. I fished a lot better on
Sunday, pulling back a few places but I was
still well down the table. The competition
was well run by the hosts Crosshaven SAC
and the overall winner, and captain of the
2017 Irish team, was David McCormick.

A
fter the Masters it was time for something a
bit more relaxing! Looking at the weather
and tides the 18th July was chosen and a
plan was made between me and a friend
Nicky McEvoy to stay inshore and try for
smooth hound, bull huss and tope and try

Some more relaxing fishing was needed after the Masters but the fog
did its best to ruin that!

out some new ground in the process. The
forecast was perfect - flat calm and in the
mid 20s -but on the morning there was very
thick fog and even with all the modern
plotters and electronics fog is not to be
taken lightly. Other unseen marine traffic,
as well pots and nets, can be dangerous.
With the fog starting to thin a bit and with
the presumption that it was going to burn
off quickly we left the pier, taking our time
having only 60 yards or so visibility. First stop
just outside the pier was for some fresh
mackerel and it was great to see them
there in numbers. We quickly had enough
to do us for the day, on top of the peeler
crab, ragworm and black wrap (frozen
Welsh lugworm) we had brought with us.
We headed to the first mark in hope
of a plaice or hound but fishing here was
quiet. Although I had a nice hound on
my first cast, other than a few dogfish

and mackerel nothing else of any interest
showed. Wanting to cover as much ground
as possible and try for as many species as
we could it was not long before we moved
to our second area. As well as a mix of baits
we tried a good mix of traces too - onedown, two-up (one snood below the lead
and two above), three-down; two-down,
one-up as well as heavier traces for the huss
and tope (bigger hooks of 6/0 or 8/0 and
heavy mono and wire snoods). The fishing
on the second mark was a lot better with
plenty of hounds to around 5lb. Surprisingly
a few of the smooth hound were caught
on small bits of mackerel, one on a black
wrap and also one on a whole squid - a
first for me. Normally crab and rag is all I
have ever had hounds on. We blanked on
the tope front but there was no shortage
of dogfish and dabs as well as tub gurnard
and flounder.

Unusually, we caught plenty of hounds on mackerel strips.
Good sport but still no South East tope!
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The fishing was steady but had got
before with any luck. Free lining live bait,
the species we would have expected to
when done correctly, can be a simple and
get from the mark so we moved a small
relaxing method; all the gear required is a
distance to
light spinning rod
the
edge
and reel, a few
of
some
plain
swivels,
rougher
treble hooks and
and broken
a spool of light
ground. We
fluorocarbon. This
were
still
hoping for
a huss or a
ray, maybe
conger.
By
early
afternoon
the
sun
still hadn’t
burned off
the fog but
it was very
The fog finally burned-off and I started to get some nice double shots
warm
all of dabs in the sunshine
the same.
Within minutes I added another species
for the day on my lighter set up, a grey
gurnard, but after this the dogfish turned
on to our baits in big numbers; we soon got
bored of them (as you do) and decided
to finish off the day on the drift hoping for
a few plaice. With little or no wind the drifts
were slow, which meant we didn’t cover
the amount of ground we would have
liked. Also, the water seemed a bit dirty
from rough conditions a few days previous,
which are not ideal conditions for the
species - plaice like calm clear bright days.
We had plenty of flats but only dabs as well
as a lot of gurnard. Nicky made a surprise
catch by boating a dragonet, meaning
we ended the day with nine species.

A
few evenings later I was invited out by
my friend Brian O Neill in his small punt to
fish for bass by free lining live sand eels.
This is a type of fishing which can be very
successful but I had only tried it twice
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Fishing live sand eels for bass is very effective and the best way to
keep them fresh is in a DIY bucket hung over the side of the boat

“

Free lining live bait can be a simple and relaxing method; all
the gear required is a light spinning rod and reel, a few plain
swivels, treble hooks and a spool of light fluorocarbon

is a big change from most of my boat fishing
where everything bar the kitchen sink is
normally brought! The most important part
is getting the live sand eel and keeping
them alive for the length of the
session. Buckets with aerators , or a
bucket with holes in it hung over the
side of the boat works very well, the
latter keeping a fresh flow of water
over the eels. In my opinion this DIY
option is a bit better.
On the evening in question
we had enough eels within a half
hour and were soon fishing. After
blanking the previous two times I
had tried this method I was anxious
to get fishing as this was a late
evening trip and time was limited.
A few blank drifts to start with but
finally on third I got a hit but the

*

SAND EELS FOR BASS
Sandeels - small fish which bury into
sand, hence their name - are one of
the best all-round bait for many sea
species, live or dead. Freshly caught
live bait takes some beating though.

fish was only on for a few seconds. There
was an upside and a downside to this lost
fish. I was of course majorly disappointed
to lose it but to see the method work and
get a take gave me renewed confidence.
On the next drift Brian hooked in to a bass
and after a good fight a schoolie of about
2.5lb was landed. We had another two
drifts after this without any takes and as
light was fading we called it a night. I had
missed my only chance and was eager to
get out and give it another go!

A

wet and miserable August bank holiday
saw me trying sandeels for bass again
but this time there were five of us in two
boats. Brian’s punt was out again with
our friend Conor while Nicky, Eddie and I
were aboard my own boat. Arriving with a
heavy mist falling, I was a bit red-faced to

Larger sandeels (aka launce) can
be caught on small sibiki feathers
over deeper water. They can also
be caught with a small throw/hand
net dragged along the seabed in
estuarine channels, which is the
commonest method.
They can be fished many ways but
we usually freeline them on a small
treble hook connected to a 2-4ft
trace of fluoro. Hooking the eel
through the eye socket and behind
the eye means it stays on well and
remains lively for many drifts.

My friend Brian into a schoolie bass on live sand eel. I missed
my only chance of that evening!
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find I had left the fuel tank at home. On the
plus side by the time I returned with it the
lads had enough live sand eels collected
to easily last us the day. We were out early
and had plenty of time so we were going
to fish the drop on one mark before moving
to another mark as soon as the tide picked
up, on the flood.
First into a fish was Brian, a nice small
schoolie which was caught and quickly
released. On the same drift Nicky also had
a small bass. This was the start of a little
run of fish and on the next drift myself and
Nicky had a double hook up and we both
landed two medium sized fish. This was a
first for me and I was starting to see the
potential of this type of fishing. Next drift
and Nicky had a better bass followed by
Eddie with his first bass on live sand eel.
Despite the constant rain it was turning into
a cracking days fishing.
The tide was slackening off, coming
up to low water and the bass went off the
feed but Eddie did add a nice turbot - a
first on my boat as they are not a common
species around the Waterford coast. We
had a bit of time to kill until the tide started
to push strongly enough for the second
mark so grabbed a bit of leisurely lunch.
Sometimes there is little point fishing until
the conditions are right. Once we did
start again, sport was very slow and with
the weather starting to take its toll I was
thinking of heading home. Then suddenly
Nicky hit a good bass, which was followed
over the next hour by three more for me.
We may have been wet and cold but nine
bars of silver made it a great trip.

H

aving truly caught the sand eel bug, my
next trip out was after the bass again, this
time joined by Eddie again and also a
friend of Eddie’s, Denis. Fishing is always
more enjoyable in good company. The
winds were up which made fishing the
marks a lot more tricky. The wind was not
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“

on the next drift myself and
Nicky had a double hook
up... This was a first for me
and I was starting to see
the potential of this type of
fishing

F
riday the 26th of August was
my next boat trip, this time I
was back aboard Dungarvan
Offshore
Charters’
boat
Algerine. It was an evening
club competition trip, trying
a new mark in hope
of smooth hound, ray
and bull huss. We left
the pier in Helvick at
5:30pm with a full boat
of anglers with plenty
of fresh ragworm and
peeler crabs. A quick
stop
added
fresh
mackerel to the bait
menu. This comp’ had
two firsts for the club;
it was the first time we

Conor with a nice 5.6lb thornie from our latest club competition, aboard Algerine

A pair of early morning schoolies for me and Nicky, again on the sand eels

the only thing going against us, as it took a
lot longer to collect enough sand eels to do
the session. With this I feared the worse, but
even though we didn’t fish the mark as well
as I would have liked in the first three drifts I
still landed three bass. In the next two drifts
I lost a fish and missed another bite. Denis,
new to this method, also missed a few
good bites before the tide slowed up and
the fish went off the feed. Eddie and Denis
made up for the lack of fish at the first mark
and had good bass on the second. I also
had three very good bass, two of which
took me for a walk around the boat twice
and took a few 30 to 40 yard runs. The fish
really put up good accounts with the best
and last fish of the day going 6.5lb. I wish I
had tried fishing with live sand eels more in
the past!

This fish really pulled back hard and actually took me around the boat twice! Probably my highlight of the past few weeks, a pristine
6.5lb bass. I wish I had fished with live baits for them more in the past!
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had a lady angler on board
and also the first time we
had a juvenile angler (Adam
O Neill) take part in a boat
competition. Both good news
for the future of the sport.
In hindsight, the mark we
wanted to fish was a shallow
inshore mark and fishing over
high tide would have probably
been a better choice. Low
tide on the night was at 7pm
so we fished an hour and a
half down and two and a
half up. To start, the drop was
quiet with only dogfish and
the odd mackerel showing
up. With the tide starting to
push Conor landed the first of
the target species with a nice
5.6lb thornback ray, as the
number of dogfish increased.
Young Adam was flying it, with
lots of dogfish and to top it off
he added a Tub gurnard and
a scad, putting all us so-called
seasoned anglers to shame!
His dad Brian was not leaving
him have all the fun though Adam O Neill fished his first competition with us and came 1st on the boat!
and landed the second target
species, a smooth hound and a
Young Adam was flying it,
specimen of 7.1lb at that. This fish took the
with lots of dogfish and to
pool for biggest fish of the night. In the end
we all had plenty of fish, mostly doggies
top it off he added a Tub
with a ray and a specimen smooth hound
gurnard and a scad, putting
as well as a few whiting and tub gurnard
all us so-called seasoned
and scad. The father and son duo took top
spots on the night, with Adam winning the
anglers to shame!
boat and Brian taking the pool.

“

M
My two trips in the last week (start of
September) have been cancelled due to
the weather and as we are nearing the
back end of the year I am hoping for a
good and calm autumn. I didn’t manage
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to get the tope locally in recent weeks
but, believe it or not, there are numerous
reports of them been caught on baited
feathers lately in my neck of the woods.
Blue sharks are being caught in numbers
as well so that’s my plan for the next two
months. Hopefully, like yours, it works out!
BM
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ALL OF OUR FISH ARE PROUDLY FISHED & SOURCED LOCALLY IN CO. DONEGAL &
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Whooper swan

Scientific name: Cygnus cygnus

Whooper swans (pronounced “hooper”, due to
their distinct call) are one of many wintering bird
species to be seen in and around certain Irish and UK
waters, especially in wet or flooded fields. Unlike the
far more common Mute swans, Whooper’s prefer
to feed on land. Whooper’s can be distinguished
from Mute swans by their yellow & black beak, not
orange.
Adults spending the summer in Iceland before
migrating to our shores around October - they are a
sure sign autumn is truly here.

Wikipedia

Noctiluca scintillans algae

Scientific name: Noctiluca scintillans

Noctiluca, known sometimes as “Sea
sparkle”, are one of several species of algae
(phytoplankton) which “glow” when disturbed.
This behaviour, called bioluminescence, often
results in the shoreline of beaches glowing at
night, especially in Autumn.
Noctiluca are completely harmless when
alive but they sometimes cause huge “red tide”
algal blooms (on death) which can result in fish
kills due to oxygen depletion, as well as beach
closures.

Wikipedia

#otslookout
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Himalayan balsam

Scientific name: Impatiens glandulifera

Wikipedia

“ If you truly love nature, you will
find beauty everywhere” Vincent van Gogh
Pg 68
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Scientific name: Prunus spinosa

A frequent nemesis of anglers everywhere, the
spiny blackthorn often forms impenetrable hedges
and thickets. Unlike many other trees and bushes,
the blackthorn’s white flowers appear before the
leaves (early spring). In early autumn the fruits,
known as sloes, develop. Although very bitter to
the taste, they can be used to infuse alcoholic
drinks, such as sloe gin. Can grow on a range of soil
types.

Some wildlife to keep an eye out for when fishing this September & October

A widespread invasive plant species,
increasingly found along the banks of
many rivers. Introduced for ornamental
purposes, balsam has become a pest
in many areas, out-competing and
displacing native plants, which can
have serious knock-on effects for an
entire river’s ecology.
Balsam flowers in June - October
and dies back in winter leaving bare,
exposed banks which are prone to
erosion, increasing river siltation.

Blackthorn

American mink

Scientific name: Neovison vison

An increasingly common sight by Irish and
UK fresh and salt waters, American mink first
arrived in the 1950s for use in the fur trade.
Animals escaped (or were released) and
are now widespread. Mink are smaller than
otters, up to 70cm in length, have long bushy
tails and the underside of the chin and body
are creamy white in colour.
Mink are considered an invasive
species due to their highly adaptable nature
and impact on native species. Diet is very
broad and includes mainly fish, small birds,
small mammals, frogs - anything!

Wikipedia
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Find us on

Find us at

1 Friars Mill Rd.,
Mullingar
Tel: 044-9301133

ALL the top brands, for ALL types of fishing

The beauty of the natural
world lies in the
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Natalie Angier

Open till 4pm every Sunday!
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The Daddy Longlegs!

deadly

W

ell here it is, Autumn! Once September bangs on your door, there’s
no avoiding it. Not a lot of time left for the trout angler but there’s still
enough - enough to have some good fishing. Fly hatches become
sparser and sparser at this time of year; you may get a late hatch of
lake olives in some waters or a small smattering of sedges but they are not to be
guaranteed. The one sure thing for this time of year however is the Cranefly or, as
we prefer to call it, the Daddy Longlegs.

Words by Tom “Doc” Sullivan
Photography: Tom Sullivan & friends

I have fond memories of the Daddy Longlegs.
Like a lot of trout anglers my initial introduction
to trout fishing was through dapping and
while May was the best period for this, from
July until the end of the season dapping the
Daddy gave me some tremendous sport. I
do remember a red letter day during the first
summer I was allowed to take the boat out
on my own. Fishing Cornamona Bay on the
Upper Corrib one wet squally August day
(this is Ireland, after all), I caught a trio of trout
between a pound and a half and two pounds.
Up until then I had never caught more than
two trout in a day before and had always been
with someone so it will forever be etched in
my memory as I did everything myself.

me, which has accounted for a more varied
list of successes geographically and otherwise
than the Daddy, and in particular I have to
recommend the Daddyhog. In the last couple
of seasons on this pattern I have caught
Brown trout on it in Loughs Corrib, Mask,
Carra, Melvin and Lein (Killarney); Rainbows
on it on Lough Leane (Collinstown), Rutland
Water in England and Lyn Brenig in Wales. I
have also taken Sea trout on it in Lough Inagh
and Costelloe Fishery in Connemara and hill

Why do I like the Cranefly? Well there
is a simple equation here; if, as I said, there
are not a lot of flies hatching but there are
Daddies, then we have to consider them as
the trout’s quarry. The Daddy Longlegs is a
terrestrial insect and therefore hatches out on
land but because of their flying ability (they’re
good, but not that good) and their vulnerability
to wind they often end up on the water. In my
opinion I don’t think that you need to see a lot
of Daddy Longlegs’ to include them on your
cast. A couple of them is good enough for me,
as any trout that is looking up will be picking
them off.
Without doubt there is no other fly, for

Daddy Longleg’s are abundant at this time of year and the trout know it!
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“ In my opinion I don’t think that you need to see a lot
of Daddy Longlegs to include them on your cast“
Issue 12
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lough Brownies anywhere I’ve been. This
September it has already accounted for a slew
of small Brownies in the Ceimín Hill loughs in
Kerry.

How to fish it
You can fish the Daddy both wet or dry.
Indeed it is a very successful wet fly for
something that we perceive to be right on the
surface. My own belief as to why it can be
such a successful wet fly pattern is that, as a
terrestrial, it is not designed by nature to float
on top of the water for too long a period. It is
evident for all to see when by the waterside
that it uses the surface tension on top of the
water to float by the end of its legs. I imagine
that quite a number of them get drowned
particularly in rough weather and will fall
through the upper film of the surface, thereby
becoming easier prey for trout on a dead drift.

The favoured position on a team of
wet flies is on the bob (top dropper) but it is
also quite a killer on the point fly. Fishing two
different patterns, one top and one bottom
is well worth a go. I have had a lot of
success with the Silver Daddy pattern
on the point. The Silver Daddy is an
interesting pattern as I know there is
an argument that trout are taking this
particular pattern as a fry imitation. Well,
until we can get the considered opinion
of some trout, I will continue to use it
regardless of what they’re mistaking it for.
Sometimes we don’t always have to know
why!
When I fish them dry I like to fish
just two on the cast, as they are a big
enough fly - some of them are size 6 or
bigger! I think three of them sitting in a

TALE!

OLD wive’s

Daddy
Longlegs are
the
most venom
ous
insect in the
world,
right?

WRONG!

Daddy Longle
gs, or cranefl
ies,
do not posses
s any venom
at all or
fangs to bite p
rey with. This
very common
misconceptio
n is thanks to
the cellar spid
(Pholcus pha
er
langioides) w
h
ic
h
some as the D
is also known
addy Longleg
by
s. This specie
most spiderss - like
is venomous
and has fang
or Daddy Lon
s. Craneflies,
glegs as mos
t
p
eople & angle
don’t even ea
rs call them,
t in their adult
stage, existin
g only to mate
They are com
.
pletely harmle
ss!

“ The favoured position on a team of
wet flies is on the bob (top dropper)
but it is also quite a killer on the
point fly “

Main: Daddy’s are a big food source in hill loughs
Inset: A fine meal for a mountain Brownie
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Dont forget the Silver Daddy either...
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A cracking 21” fish on a wet Daddy pattern

“ I have had some decent fishing in
September on the dry method and have
seduced a number of big broody browns
but you have to be prepared to fish them
blind for long periods “

Fish tight in under the bank where the flies will drop in...

row like ducks looks unnatural. If I put a fly
in the middle it will be something smaller,
not a Daddy. I have had some decent fishing
in September on the dry method and have
seduced a number of big broody browns but
you have to be prepared to fish them blind for
long periods.
Lately I have taken to fishing the
combination method of both dry and wet,
using the Airflo fast intermediate sink tips,
and it gives you the best of both worlds. I fish
a 3-fly cast and on both the bob and point I
put a couple of Daddy patterns. These would
usually be size 10’s although sometimes I go
to 8s. Another pattern I like is the Red Daddy.
Between them, on the middle dropper, I would
put a size 12 hopper, fiery brown or claret.
Cast out and fish the dries as you would
normally, drawing your line in slowly to match
the speed of the drifting boat. After 15 or 20
seconds you can then start a steady wet fly
retrieve, as the sink tip will have sunk a bit
through the water - this will then take your
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flies down on a mini sweep through the water
in front of you. My favourite line is the 6’ fast
tip but if it is a bit windier then I will use the
12’ tip.
I mentioned the success that I have
had with Rainbows on this pattern so bear
this in mind if you intend to carry on fishing
for them into October after most of the Brown
trout lakes are closed for the season. At this
stage of the year a lot of the Rainbows in
our stocked fisheries have been in a while
and they have become as wily as their wild
cousins, the appeal of a fluorescent blob has
well gone from them, they now know what is
good to eat and the Daddy will fit that bill for
them!
Tight lines,
TS
Main: Don’t worry about a size 8 being too big!
Right: The Daddyhog, a great all-round pattern
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RIVER RUNNER
The wild Atlantic salmon of the River Lee

In late 2014, the documentary was released - a short film highlighting the plight
of salmon and all migratory fish in Cork’s River Lee due to ESB hydroelectric
dams. The public response to the public screenings of the film was quite simply
incredible. In fact, such is the outcry at the impact Iniscarra and Carrigadrohid
Dams have had on the Lee system, including the once-forested Gearagh, that a
campaign has arisen and snowballed.
On Thursday 8th September the campaign to hold the ESB accountable for the
widespread and continuing ecological damage of the Lee reached new heights
when Kevin Corcoran, local environmentalist, author and stalwort of the Free the
Lee campaign, passionately and successfully delivered a superb plea for urgent
restorative action at EU Parliament in Brussels.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Sign the petition here
a minute incursion. We are very close to changing that but we are nowhere near
finished despite the EU support on Thursday. The Irish authorities are masters at
side stepping and crafting hefty worded plans that satisfy bureaucrats but lead
to little or no action”

NEXT PUBLIC SCREENINGS:
7PM SEPTEMBER 23RD - ATLANTIQUARIA, SALTHILL, GALWAY
MID-OCTOBER 		
- UCC FILM THEATRE, CORK

FOLLOW THE CAMPAIGN

Speaking proudly of the success of the campaign so far, professional artists, film
maker and Director of RIVER RUNNER Declan O Mahony said “The FREE THE
LEE campaign was initiated in 2014 after a surge of public emotional feedback
from those that had seen the film. This campaign has to be kept in full motion as
we are dealing with a corporate giant - the ESB - sponsored by a governmental
body of disinterested politicians. I have personally contacted all relevant parties
over the past two years to discover the age old “pass-the-book” tactic is
alive and kicking. The film and the online signature campaign has drilled the
message home to thousands of people that the river Lee is in a sorry state and
the Gearagh is simply one part of a catastrophic ongoing crime against Nature.
The free passage of migratory fish - salmon, trout and eel - is a dark chapter of
the Lee’s history that ESB continue to cover up. It is clearly highlighted in a very
objective informatory manner in the film.”
A resolute Declan added, “For generations to come the people of Cork will
benefit hugely once we put right the grave mistakes made in the recent past. 60
years of man made damage over a 10,000 year free flowing history of the Lee is
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“ There’s

bream

NO Ireland”
left in

An interview with

Florian Peter
Pg 80
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QUESTIONS ASKED BY BILL BRAZIER

Florian Peter is the well-known owner of Fishing
Tackle Ireland, one of Ireland’s premier online and
walk-in tackle shops. He is also a very capable angler
and has been having some quite incredible success
with bream on his local East Clare lakes so we caught
up with him to try and get a bit more of an insight into
the hows and the whys of his big slab bags, and to try
and get to the bottom of the common perception that
Irish bream stocks have collapsed in recent times…

Florian, we will jump straight in here.
For those that don’t know, you have
had some incredible bream catches
this summer, and last year as well.
How many lakes have you had big bags
(100lb+) from in recent years and what
was the most memorable of these and
why?
Yes I have been very lucky, this year
especially, to catch some nice bags of
bream. This year in particular I decided
to disprove the theory that there are
no bream left in this country. So far this
year (end of August as I write) I have
had 100lb plus bags of bream from four
different lakes. My aim by the end of
next year is to have had 100lb bags of
bream from 10 different lakes in East
Clare, which I feel is a real possibility. So
far in 2016 I have had a dozen 100lb plus
bags of bream. In truth I could have had
more but my time is limited with family
and work commitments and I have also
been fishing around between different
lakes.
I have had two sessions that
really stand out for me. The first one was
an early morning session before work. In
just over 2 hours fishing I had 17 bream
averaging 6.5lb each. The biggest one
was 7lb 9oz. In addition to this I had 8
hybrids all over 2.5lb each, which gave
me about 130lb in total. The worst thing
about it was that I had to pack up for
work and the fish were still feeding well.
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Fish of this standard are still out
there in countless Irish lakes...

The second one was
when myself and a friend of
mine Chris Simpson had 400lb
of bream between us in a
five hour session. We had 60
bream between us averaging
6.5lb, with the biggest at 7lb
4oz. In addition to this we also
had some fantastic hybrids
(ruddxbream and roachxbream)
up to 4lb, plus a few roach. It
was an incredible day’s sport.

“

I have spent a lot of time this year
figuring out venues to see if they hold
the fish I am after. Not all do, of course
but there are many, many more out
there than people realise
... but on many of them a boat is essential

As a well-known tackle shop owner,
many might assume that you are
“in the know” with regard the best
bream spots, as well as where, when
and how to fish them. Is this true
or did you put in the groundwork
yourself to track down these lakes
full of fish?
No for all these captures I had to put
in the groundwork myself. I like to fish
off the beaten track and don’t like
to fish off the back of other people’s
efforts. I have spent a lot of time this
year figuring out venues to see if
they hold the fish I am after. Not all
do, of course but there are many, many
more out there than people realise. Can
I just point out that it’s not all 100lb
bags - I have had some epic failures, too.
Three days prebaiting a lake to blank
spectacularly springs to mind but it
makes it all the more worthwhile when
you do catch.
Can you give us an insight into what
specific features/areas you are looking
for when targeting big shoals of slabs?
A boat is obviously a large part of your
approach?
The first thing that I do when I start on
a new lake is to put a boat on it for a
day to suss out the depths and features.
I usually start on the north east corner
of the lake (where a nice south-westerly
will blow into). On clear lakes I like to fish
16-24 feet deep. I don’t find fishing very
deep (say 30ft) as good and I don’t like

fishing any shallower on clear water. If
the water is murky I will happily fish in
12-20ft. I like a nice clean bottom to fish
on. If there is a nice drop off into that
depth of water then that is just about
perfect in my mind.
The boat plays a huge part of my
approach for many reasons.
1. It’s the easiest and quickest way to
figure out depths and features. You can
use a marker float or castable fish finder
from the bank but that takes much
longer.
2. It’s also the easiest way to prebait. I
put in a lot of bait and catapulting it out
or spodding is not really an option as I
am limited for time.
3. Fishing from a boat prevents other
anglers from stumbling (accidentally or
deliberately) on your prebaited swim. It
has happed to me in the past that after
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several days of prebaiting I arrive at
my swim to find someone sitting there
bagging up.

loads of particles to hold the fish in the
swim. It really does keep them rooting
around for ages.

4. Perhaps the most important; there
are many lakes in Clare (like most Irish
counties) with very limited shore access.
A boat is the only way to realistically
fish these lakes effectively. If you look at
Lough Derg, where I do a lot of fishing,
from Killaloe to Portumna is approx.
27km and there are only about a dozen
stands from which to fish. A boat is really
essential for the likes of here.

Why the black crumb instead of more
traditional brown crumb?

I know you consider prebait to be
absolutely essential to any good bream
fishing. How much prebait do you think
is required for good results and what
would the make-up of this be and why?

Simple, really. On the hook I use
maggots, corn, caster, worm or cocktails
of the four.

I like to prebait a couple of times before
I fish. If I am fishing on a Sunday I
will prebait on Thursday and again on
Saturday. Generally speaking when I first
target a new lake I start with a smaller
amount. Starting off I will put in say 1015kg each time I prebait. Once I fish it
and have a rough idea of the head of fish
I will up the amount of bait accordingly.
If I believe that there is a big head of big
fish I will put in up to 30kg each time I
bait up. Also If I am fishing on a Sunday
and intend to return the following week
I will bait up before I leave. A big shoal
of bream in the 5-7lb range can hover
up a huge amount of bait. There can be
hundreds of fish in each shoal. To this
end, I typically bait up an area the size
of a tennis court – it gives the fish room
to move and feed, reduces the risk of
spooking the whole shoal and also the
risk of foul-hooking fish.
My prebait is made up of Black
Crumb and maize meal, mixed roughly
50/50. The maize meal just bulks out
the crumb. To this I add a couple of kilos
of pellets, plenty of pigeon conditioner
(mixed seeds, soaked and cooked
properly, of course), a couple of kilos of
hemp, a couple of tins of corn, maggots
and casters. This gives a nice mix with
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Part of a recent morning’s catch.
Hard work = reward!

I like to darken off the groundbait with
black crumb as I have found that the
bream can shy away from brighter beds
of bait.
And what hook bait(s) do you choose to
fish with?

What tackle/rigs do you use for general
fishing? Is it float or feeder, or bolt rigs
on alarms and what do you think are
the benefits of your favoured method?
I usually feeder fish on the quivertip
although there a couple of swims that I
fish on the pole. The reason that I feeder
fish is its easier and quicker to set up. It
is often still dark when I start fishing and
I can cast out the feeder and feel the line
for bites so I can already have a few fish
in the net before its light enough to see a
float. I don’t tend to use bite alarms as I
am usually fishing from a boat.
Rig-wise I use a simple fixed
paternoster with strong gear. Usually
a size 8 hook, 5lb hooklink and 13lb
braided mainline straight through.
These wild bream fight hard.
The general perception across Ireland
and indeed further afield is that
Ireland no longer holds the bream it
did historically. Your results across a
range of lakes near your Clare home
seem to rubbish these notions so what
are your thoughts on the country’s
current bream stocks? Have they really
declined, have they simply changed
their feeding patterns/habits or are
people simply not fishing for them
properly?
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“

A big shoal of bream in the 5-7lb range can
hover up a huge amount of bait. There can
be hundreds of fish in each shoal. To this
end, I typically bait up an area the size of
a tennis court

This notion that there are no bream left in Ireland is a load of
rubbish. There are plenty of quality bream still in this country. What
has changed, however, is their environments and feeding patterns.
With the introduction of zebra mussels in the late 90s/early 00s the
water in a lot of lakes is now quite clear. This has led to a change
in the behaviour of the bream and other fish. They no longer feed
throughout the day but are now more nocturnal feeders. I generally
only fish for them very early morning and late evening, sometimes
throughout the night. Turning up at 10 o’ clock in the morning and
packing up at six in the evening is simply not going to bring success!
Another reason for anglers not catching lots of bream
anymore is bait, or to put it more accurately not using enough bait.
In the past when Ireland had many more visiting anglers fishing, a
lot more bait was going in to the same swims day after day. Think
of places like Athlone and Portumna on the Shannon, for example.
This kept the shoals of bream visiting the swims all the time. This
isn’t happening anymore to anywhere near the same extent and the
shoals have become more dispersed. This means that you need even
more bait now than ever to draw them in and to keep them there.
I frequently encounter anglers who are bream fishing for a
week with very little bait. These same anglers are fishing sociable
hours during the day, avoiding the best times for a bite and then all
you hear is complaints about “there’s no fish left in this country” A
lot of anglers these days don’t seem to realise that to get consistent
results you have to put in a lot of hard graft, be it finding venues,
pre-baiting and putting in the hours.
Florian, that’s a very interesting look into your fishing, thank
you very much. We completely agree with your sentiments
about many big historical catches of Irish bream being
as a direct result of lots of anglers’ bait going
into the same areas, day after
day, week after week, year
after year. It’s just not
like that nowadays,
not for the most
part anyway. Whilst
some fish stocks
have certainly changed
through invasive species,
poaching, natural factors
etc. there are still an
abundance of fish out
there in Irish lakes and
rivers if you know how to
fish for them and what it
requires.

A classic Irish bream of 7lb 4oz, but I
forgot - they aren’t any of these left!
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Stockists of quality
Game, Carp, Pike,
Coarse and Sea tackle
Contact us:

065-679 7450

www.fishingtackleireland.ie

Rovex Ceratec
C4 reels
from

€39.99

StrikePro
Pig Shads
from just

€12.99

sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

Find us:

Savage Gear
3D Line Thru
trout from
just

€15.99

TFG Match
Boss seatbox
only

Jerkbait
combo (Rovex

rod, Grauvell
reel with 20kg
braid)

only

€249.99

Wychwood Truefly
rods from

€89.99
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*** Be sure to check out our ***
WEEKLY SPECIALS on our site!

€129.99
Pros 680g
chest
Large selection
waders
of CC Moore
just

€59.99

bait/additives
in stock

Beach casting
combo only

€85

Free shipping on all orders over €100!
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The river and
lake challenge
Anthony Baggott
Photography by Anthony Baggott & friends

I

always had something of a competitive edge to me, though
this has been tempered by the passage of the years. As a
young fellow with a rod or gun in my hand I always wanted
to be ahead of my companions. In shooting this was relatively easy because I had been blessed with fairly good reflexes,
however in fishing it had to be delivered in a more thoughtful
manner. I had to try harder, learn the craft, read the water and
above all have more luck than the next man.

And of course the harder I tried the
luckier I got, and success beckoned.
I once won the heaviest fish in a
competition with the last cast at two
minutes to six and landed a fish splashing
across the top of the water, with long
hard pulls, simply because I couldn’t
afford to play the trout for fear of running
out of time. That taught me that trout
don’t wear watches and you are just as
likely to hook a fish in the last minute as
the first.
In competition fishing you have
to be in the frame of mind to fish hard,
to ignore the tiredness, the discomfort
and just keep your concentration levels
up. However, one thing I always insisted
on was a break on dry land for a lunch
and pit stop. I actually think there should
be a minimum 15 minute break written
into the rules of competition. I once had
the experience of being paired with a
gentleman who declared he was going to
fish through lunch. As I was boating this
gentleman I replied that he was entitled
to but he had
better check
the rules to
see if shore
fishing was
allowed! He
got the hint

but we did not exchange numbers at the
end of the day.
Anyway, I have definitely toned
down that streak in myself and a
dodgy shoulder, courtesy of an ancient
sporting injury, leads me into a more
sedate approach to angling. My visits
to my friendly GP who, having trained
in rheumatology, is able to inject the
offending shoulder with steroids, usually
ends with me reassuring him that “I’m
resting the joint, not doing any fishing”!
On one occasion I did the very same thing
the day before fishing in a well-known
competition. One of the few advantages
of having a red complexion is that he
didn’t notice my blushes the next time
we met, which we regularly do, working
in the same business. He asked me how
my shoulder was bearing up after the
weekend, and casually mentioned he
heard I had featured in the prizes of the
competition!
However, sometimes I like to

“That taught me that trout don’t wear
watches and you are just as likely to hook
a fish in the last minute as the first”
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challenge myself. One early April evening
I was attaching the rod to the clamp on
my car and deciding whether I would go
to the river or the lake, both of which I
am lucky to live within a few minutes’
drive of. So I considered: how long would
it take me to catch a trout from both?
“Well” said the young fellow inside of me,
“let’s just see!”
Within five minutes I was parking
at the Islands River, upstream from the
Mill of Clough. I tied two small wetfies on
a short cast and waded into the stream,
which was quiet high for the time of year.
Crouching and inching a step at a time,

and watching my backcast, I began to
cast, down and across. It’s a nice stretch
of water early in the season and I wasn’t
surprised when, in less than two minutes,
I felt that familiar shiver and a gentle lift
brought a 6-incher indignantly splashing
towards me. “You qualify” I told him as
I released him and hastily retraced my
steps. The rod was fixed in the clamp and
I was soon speeding to Lough O’ Flynn a
few miles away.
I have a setup on the lake that
enables me to park my car within a step
of my boat, and one movement of the
Yamaha has it sitting on the transom. The

rod is thrown aboard, the lock cast aside
and I’m off within a minute. I looked at
my watch and 20 minutes had passed
since I had taken my first cast on the
river. Could I pull off the river and lake
challenge in less than an hour? Maybe,
but anyone who derides stockie bashing
should come to Lough O’ Flynn. It’s 300
acres and these trout can be notoriously
hard to find, and even harder to catch if
they aren’t in the mood. However, I did
have the local knowledge, and steering
the tiller with my elbow, was tying on
some specials I had tied for the early
season (I could tell you the tyings but
then I would have to kill you!)

I motored for five minutes to a bay
where fish usually move as the evening
falls and a few terrestrials find themselves
on the water. It was lost time driving but
sometimes you have to play a percentage
game. However, the evening was cooling
quickly and a short drift neither rose a
fish nor my spirits. The water had a dead
feel about it and nothing moved on the
surface. I trailed an oar and pulled the
boat right into the shallows, gentle casts
and slow retrieves searching the sandy
shoreline. All quiet, and I quietly reset
the drift, looking at my watch. Only a
couple of minutes to go and as I watched
another boat drift a few hundred yards

“Maybe, but anyone who derides stockie
bashing should come to Lough O’ Flynn.
It’s 300 acres and these trout can be
notoriously hard to find, and even harder
to catch if they aren’t in the mood.”
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“ a short drift neither rose a fish nor my spirits. The
water had a dead feel about it and nothing moved on the
surface... A minute and a half to go... I whipped the rod
upwards, with that glorious feeling of a solid take”
ahead, I reflected; “this probably won’t be my
evening” A little bit of the young competitive
chap screamed “you
have to MAKE it be your
evening, keep trying” I
drifted towards a rocky
outcrop known as Hunts
Point and I lengthened a
cast to get right into the
rocks .I glanced at my
watch. A minute and
a half to go. As I lifted
my eyes there was a
gentle ripple beside
my fly and I whipped
the rod upwards, with
that glorious feeling
of a solid take. Again
the fish was hauled
across the water and
netted just as the
second hand hit the
hour mark.
The
occupant of the
other boat stared
as a middle-aged
angler - or rather
the competitive
young chap stood with net
upheld against
the evening
sky and roared
“YESSSSSS!”
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10% discount for all clubs & organisations
Email:
signmantt@gmail.com
Phone:
086-6487773 / 085-8334577

Club & fishery signage
Vehicle & shop signwriting
Promotional products
Fliers & business cards
Email:
stickersmadness@gmail.com
Phone:
085-8334577

Custom fishing stickers
Scaled fish replica cutouts
Memororablia plaques
Photo mounting
For 10% discount quote “Off the Scale”
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Hover over product
to see prices & click/
tap to buy!
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VISIT US:

Unit D,
Southgate,
Cork St.
Dublin 8
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CALL US:

01-4530266
EMAIL US:

Find us on

info@southsideangling.ie

FOR ALL YOUR
FISHING NEEDS!
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THE DIARY OF A FISHING
FANATIC

Fish on, on Canada’s famous Fraser River but
before I left for this trip I had a date with a huge
Irish tench!

By Karl Bohan
Photography by Karl
Bohan, family & friends

“THERE IS PLEASURE IN THE PATHLESS WOODS,
THERE IS RAPTURE ON THE LONELY SHORE,
THERE IS SOCIETY WHERE NONE INTRUDES, BY
THE DEEP SEA,
AND MUSIC IN ITS ROAR;
I LOVE NOT MAN THE LESS, BUT NATURE
MORE”

LORD BYRON
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estled amongst the
whins and rushes
with my eyes cast
out across the glassy
surface scanning for
signs of life, I had placed my faith
in the hands of the Gods once
more. I had taken a gamble and
used up what precious fishing
time I had left this season to
explore a previously unfished
and unknown water close to my
father’s house in Leitrim. It was
one I had passed several times on
my way to other lakes in the area
and it was a case of “I must try

that one sometime” syndrome.
Finally, I had found time to put a
dingy on it and began to explore.
I mapped it out with pen and
paper as I always do, to analyze
at a later stage. Very few features
stood out bar the fact the bank
space was minimal. I picked a
spot and proceeded to dump in

15 kilos of particle-laden prebait.
An agonising week later and I was
back in the hope of connecting
with some record-sized fish (as
my recurring dreams all week
suggested!)
I arrived late Friday
evening after work, with a
low pressure system moving
in coupled with a strong S/W
blowing a warm wind out across
this intriguing pool of mystery.
The “house” was readied, the
rigs were tied, the pods and
other accessories were all found
homes for and the bait was
mixed with a ridiculous amount
of optimism, as always. I’m not
sure if all anglers are the same,
they probably are, but generally
in the build up to a session I find
it hard to sleep at night, and
find myself entranced several
times a day in different scenarios
involving huge fish! By the time
the fishing comes around I’m
often worn out! Anyway, my
bait was dropped by boat to
a feature I had discovered at
70yards. And with an admittedly
not ideal wind to my back, I was
comfortably able to reach the
baited area with maggot feeders.
The only problem being was that
when dusk arrived and the wind
dropped I was struggling and
ended up switching to straight
leads in order to hit my mark.

I set the traps; one
being double 10mm boilie and
the other being two critically
balanced pieces of artificial
corn. I relaxed, content in the
knowledge my presentation was
good and although I couldn’t
use a PVA bag or method mix
due to the distance I was fishing,
I was still optimistic of a few
beeps. After a couple of beers I
crawled into the bed all the while
thinking, “it’s only a matter of
time before the fish arrive” Faith
was to play a part in my angling
once more.
At 4:32am I was driven
from my slumber by the receiver
warbling loudly in a constant
shrill of varied tones. The boilies
had been taken. Like Usain Bolt
I was out the door and bent into
something at distance. I had no
idea what I had hooked into but
I knew whatever it was, it had
to cross the threshold of my
net. After a couple of minutes
I had the fish at 20 yards and
entering the danger zone of
lilies and water cabbages. I had
raked a clearing but this fish
had no intentions of coming the
easy way. It barrelled left and
ploughed solid into the weeds.
I kept the rod high and the
pressure constant, and soon a
large clump of weed came up on
the surface and what had now

“ I’m not sure if all anglers are the same, they probably
are, but generally in the build up to a session I find it
hard to sleep at night
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become apparent as a tench,
followed. My heart was in my
neck. I had caught a glimpse and
it looked a good one. No sooner
than it was free it surged right
and all went solid once again.
I was in real state of panic but
tried to remain composed and all
the while prayed I would at least
get a proper look at this fish. I
was out in the water as far as my
wellies would allow, but it wasn’t
enough, and so I walked out to fill
my boots with the cold morning
water, the net clutched under
my arm in anticipation. I kept the
rod tip high once again and with
constant pressure it was now
a test of who would give first.
Luckily my tackle was up to the
task and soon a large tench was
guided into the waiting net.
“Yes!” I shouted quietly.
I peered in and thought “oh yes,
this is a new personal best for
sure! She’s surely 6.04 or .05!” I
thought, but the longer I looked
the bigger she got. I, like always,
allowed her to rest up while I
prepped my sling and zeroed the
scales. My hands were trembling
and my mind in overdrive. I
offered her up as the first glimpse
of the morning light crept
cautiously over the rolling hills.
The dial swung straight around
and flicked between 7lb and 7lb
1oz. No, it couldn’t be,
could
it?
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I gently lifted her off and placed
her back on again just to make
sure my eyes weren’t playing
tricks on me. 7lb even. I couldn’t
believe it. Another personal best!
New lake, first night, first run, and
a seven pound tench, just like
that!
She was growing before
my eyes. I popped her into a
readied sack while I got the
camera ready. I didn’t want
to retain her any longer than
necessary as she looked ready to
spawn any day now. A few quick
self takes and a minute later she
was lowered back into the water
and held until she powered off
and disappeared into the weeds
none the worse for wear. The
remainder of the day and that
next night was quiet with the
exception of a dropped run at
1am and so I packed
up Sunday morning
with my head in
the clouds yet
again.

HOLIDAYS
As I mentioned in my last article
I had booked a daytrip to fish
for sturgeon on the mighty River
Fraser. I travelled to Canada on
a family getaway and for the
first few days let the hair down
with my relatives and now
fiancé, which involved plenty
of outdoor activities by day and
plenty of rehydrating by night!
When I booked the fishing trip I
had looked at the map and said
to myself “ah ya, it doesn’t look
that far away from where I’m
staying” How wrong I was! While
out one night I met an Irish lad
in the pub (little surprise there!)
and after a chat about all things
Irish I explained I was heading to
Mission to try for the sturgeon.

“ It was too late to back out now and so shortly
afterwards I found myself cruising back up to the house
in a 4.6L turbo petrol 4WD Izuzu desperately trying to
stay on the right side of the road!
“How are you getting out there?”
he said. “I’m not sure, to be
honest” I replied. “Sure, take my
jeep can’t you?” he said in what I
presumed must be a slightly-tipsy
over-generosity. “Ah no sure, I
have no insurance or anything”
I politely and honestly told him.
“Ah sure, you don’t need that out
here!” was the response. And so,
after a few more beers, my new
friend and I had agreed to meet
up the following morning so I
could, somewhat bizarrely, get

Left

My first bite on my first night on a new water and a new PB
tench - again! This beauty went 7lb even

Right

Dawn on a scorching hot day on the Fraser River at Mission,
ready to do battle with river monsters!

the jeep off him.
The following morning
after about four hours sleep I
was awoken by my phone ringing
and sure enough it was my new
buddy on the phone “I’m on my
round with the jeep” he said.
“Oh Lord, what have I agreed
to?!” It was too late to back out
now and so shortly afterwards I
found myself cruising back up to
the house in a 4.6L turbo petrol
4WD Izuzu desperately trying to
stay on the right side of the road!
The next day my father and I set
off from Vancouver on route to
Mission to hopefully do battle
with some prehistoric creatures.
With no map or internet roaming
for Google Maps, I still don’t
know how we got there but get
there we did. Believe me when I
say the journey alone is worth an
article in itself, but that’s a story
for another day...

We met our guide on
the boat launch at 7:45am and
departed on a journey of the
unknown. The Fraser itself is
an immense body of water. It
rises at Fraser’s Pass high in the
Rocky Mountains before running
some 1300km to flow into the
sea just south of the city of
Vancouver. To say the sturgeon
is a unique fish is would be a
huge understatement. These
fish are modern day dinosaurs,
relics from the past, having
been around for at least 100
million years. As the largest fresh
water fish in North and South
America, the mighty sturgeon
is unparalleled in its fighting
abilities. Sturgeon can grow to
over 1000lbs and 12ft long, living
over 100 years. The sturgeon
is easily identified by its long
pointed snout and bony plates
running the complete length of
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Left

Seriously heavy gear - 180lb Dacron traces, size
10/0 Gamakatsu’s, 2lb of lead and chunks of fresh
Chinook salmon

Right

The waiting game... I got my chance after a couple of
hours and took it!

Bottom right

We beached my prehistoric creature after an intense
hour long battle in searing heat. Incredible.

its sides down to its forked tail.
The rules in British Columbia
state one rod per person, so
three rods were rigged (our
guide being the third person)
and once we arrived at our first
mark the hooks were baited and
cast out behind the boat into an
incredible 80ft of flowing water.
Tackle-wise we were using what
were simply classed as “heavy
duty” Daiwa gamefish rods and
matching multipliers, loaded with
150lb braided Dacron, with a
180lb Dacron leader of about 6ft.
The hooks used were Gamakatsu
size 10/0 which were slightly
bigger than the palm of your
hand. The bait to start with were
chunks of fresh Chinook salmon.
The rig itself was very simple;
a free running ledger with 2lb
of lead on the leader with stop
beads and swivels. One swivel
connected to the mainline and
the other to the hooklink. Our
guide suggested that to show us
how to set the hook correctly,
he would “hit” the first bite. The
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“ I was instantly dragged to the back of the boat... “This is it, buddy!”
my guide shouted. The fighting belt was attached and
the battle – in the truest sense of the
word - commenced
rods were placed into the rodlocks and the wait began.
After an hour of waiting
and enjoying the scenery, one
of the rods gave a slow nod and
like a shot our guide was on it.
He grabbed the rod and jumped
backward as hard as he could
with the rod tip up high. The rod
keeled over slowly and all went
slack! Expletives followed. He
told us the hook didn’t set right,
and so we were back to waiting.
Another hour passed, and again
some interest signalled on one
of the rod tips. Again our guide
pounced and again the hook
didn’t set right! I began to get
concerned, and so I suggested I
take the next one.
An hour later and with
midday fast approaching, the
heat was intense. It was 33°C
and with not a breath of wind
in the air. I was pacing around

absolutely nothing. I was unsure
what I was supposed to do. My
guide was sure she would soon
run out of steam, but when we
got down to the backing on the
reel the anchor was detached
immediately and we began to
give chase.
The next 45 minutes were
an incredible experience. We
were being towed upriver by this
dinosaur and all I could do was
simply hang on and pray the fish
didn’t find one of the many snags
along the river bed. Anybody
who is familiar with Ernest
Hemmingway’s classic 1951 novel
“The Old Man And The Sea” will
know exactly how I felt. Just like
the old man, Santiago, I too was
at the mercy of this prehistoric
beast. A body-aching game of

the front of the boat like a man
possessed. I desperately wanted
my chance to come, and, sure
enough, it did. A very subtle
slow bite and I grabbed the rod
and threw all my weight into the
strike while stepping backwards.
It genuinely felt like striking a
snag, until it began to move away
at pace. I was instantly dragged
to the back of the boat with
my boot slamming against the
transom to keep me from going
overboard! “This is it, buddy!” my
guide shouted. The fighting belt
was attached and the battle – in
the truest sense of the word commenced.
The sturgeon was moving
away at good speed with my
spool rapidly emptying. The drag
was set so tight on the multipliers
that I genuinely couldn’t pull
the line off with my hand, and
this fish was taking it like it was
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Left

I was in awe at what I had landed. 8ft
6” of 350-380lb albino sturgeon

Below left

The smallest fish of the day at a
mere 5ft long!

Below right

Next up it was my Dad’s turn and he
managed to subdue his beast in just
30 minutes. I was impressed!

tug-o-war followed; me gaining
some line before it was ripped
back off the spool again, often
over 100 yards at a time. My
guide insisted on resting as little
as possible as this would also
allow the fish to rest and prolong
the fight. I was hurting all over.
The intense heat coupled with
the constant battling to gain
line had me almost beaten,
when suddenly a huge hiss of
bubbles came up behind
the boat. “Yes!” my
guide shouted!
He’s gassed-out!
I learned that this
is what they do when
they are almost ready
for landing. It has got to
do with balancing their swim
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bladder, I believe. Another 15
minutes later and I had the fish at
the back of the boat and ready to
beach. This fish was far too big to
attempt to bring onto the boat.
We towed the fish gently to the
nearest shore and I prepared
myself to meet this friendly giant.
The waders were donned and I
joined the fish in the water to
take some measurements
with my father and our
guide.
We were both in awe.
It’s hard to put into
words exactly how
I felt; an amazing
feeling of happiness and
appreciation to have been
allowed to interact with such an
amazing specimen. The fact that I

could share the moment with my
father made it extra special. The
fish itself was almost 10ft long in
total but like most species, the
measurement is taken from the
fork of the tail to the tip of the
snout. 102 inches, or 8ft 6inches
to normal people! A simply
breathtaking sight. This was a
female albino sturgeon, which my
guide stated was very rare. Girth
measurements and other details
were taken before the weight
was calculated at between 350380lbs, and over 90 years old.
Mind-blowing. Obviously these
weight calculations are just a
guide but the exact weight wasn’t
of importance to me. A couple
of photos and then we released
this beautiful creature back to
continue her journey up river to

spawn.

Next up was my father,
and he didn’t have to wait long.
He made light work of a “small”
5ft’er to warm up, and soon after
he was into a monster of his
own. He showed the sturgeon no
mercy as he aggressively fought
it and managed to “gas the fish
out” in less than 30 minutes,
which was impressive. We were
treated to some acrobatics as this
mammoth sturgeon desperately
tried to shake the hook, but to
no avail. Soon enough we had
the fish ready for beaching and
it looked another good one. My
father was thrilled. The tape was
unrolled and it stopped just short
of my 102 inches at 101 inches!
You couldn’t write it! Not that it
mattered, but of course it was

“ Exhausted from the heat and excitement of the day, let
alone the huge physical demands of playing these fish,
adrenalin kicked in and I sprang up and hit the bite with
everything I had left
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Main

My father with his own monster.
Incredibly it was almost the same
size as mine, at 8ft 5”

Above right

Exhausted, we both shared the last
fish of the day which came in at just
under 300lb
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leverage for winding him up!
We managed another
fish each later in the day as well
as losing a couple of big fish. At
5:50pm, just as we were about
to wind in and head for home,
the rod tip gave a few slows
knocks. Exhausted from the heat
and excitement of the day, let
alone the huge physical demands
of playing these fish, adrenalin
kicked in and I sprang up and hit
the bite with everything I had left.
Instantly line began to
pour off the reel. We were fishing
in 120ft of water now and with
two separate tributaries nearby,
the current was very strong,
which wasn’t going to help our
case! I watched helplessly as
the reel continued to empty
wondering if we were going to be
spooled, but I needn’t of worried.
Our guide already had the anchor
up as he knew that it could be the
holy grail of sturgeon fishing...a
10ft’er. Every year, two or three
are landed from the Fraser but
more often than not they get lost
to snags after sometimes hours of
fighting. A friend of mine battled
a giant sturgeon for almost four

hours a couple of year’s back,
before finally losing it to a snag so
I knew I could be in for the long
haul.
We chased the fish with
the boat and after 20 mins or
so it became clear that it wasn’t
quite as big as first anticipated.
Nevertheless, we took turns
fighting it, as it was surely to
be our last encounter with a
sturgeon for some time so I didn’t
see it fair if I kept the rod. And, to
tell you the truth, I was absolutely
knackered! Our combined efforts
saw the fish gassed-out after 40
minutes, and by pure chance we
had drifted a few miles downriver
to a bathing area for the locals.
So a crowd of about 40 people
watched as we beached and
then measured our capture. 8ft
2inches and between 270-290lbs.
A beautiful creature. We took
a few pics and quickly released
her. It was a truly fitting end to a
simply magical day spent afloat.
When we got back to
shore we met the other guides
and their clients, and it turned
out between the other five
boats they had only managed
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one fish over 8ft. So the fact we
managed three over 8ft, not
to mention hooking and losing
a few big ones, meant it really
was a roaring success. I honestly
couldn’t rate it highly enough.
Without doubt one of, if not
the, best experiences of my
life. The scenery alone is worth
going for. Throw in battling some
freshwater Leviathans and you
start to get the picture. And,
of course, sharing the whole
experience with a family member
was the icing on the cake. My
other sister in immigrating to
Canada later this year, so I may
just have to go back next year for
a visit!

BACK HOME
Within a few hours of being
back on Irish soil I found myself
stalking rudd at 5am in the
morning, so I don’t think there
was to be any hang ups about

catching smaller species as some
people suggested to me! I’ve
begun sight fishing and tempting
them off, or just under, the
surface on my local canal, and
I must say it is without doubt
one of the most exciting and
enjoyable ways that I have ever
fished. I have decided that I’m
going to keep practicing locally
until I have perfected the art of
it, and then next summer head
up to the limestone lakes of
Roscommon to try and tempt
a 2lb+ rudd. I managed a few
quick overnighters for the tench
since you last heard from me and
managed two “ton plus” bags,
which was very nice. I recently
read an inspiring article by Terry
Jackson about attempting (and
in his case succeeding!) to catch
a specimen perch. Motivated by
Terry, as I’m sure a lot of people
in Ireland and
Northern
Ireland are,
I tried for

below

Not quite the desired 2lb perch but
hopefully next time!

the first time ever to catch a 2lb+
perch. I failed in that task, but I
learned a lot and did manage to
tempt nine perch all between
1-2lb, so there’s hope for me yet
I think!
Moving forward I have lots of
plans, as always, which involve
slabs of bronze, more perch and
maybe a crack at a 2lb roach!
Wishful thinking maybe, but who
knows what’s around the corner.
That’s the joy of angling. The way
this season has unfolded I might
just nick a double figure bream.
Watch this space!
Thank you for reading and good
luck chasing your dreams.

Visit us at:

pm
9am-5
at
Mon-S

Open

Unit 44
Argyle Business Centre
Belfast
BT13 2AP

Belfast
C
Angling

entre

fishingtackle2u.co.uk

Ideally situated just 2mins from the Westlink, in Belfast City centre,
our store promises big things and delivers! Our range of tackle is
enviable and we stock all major brands at competitive prices!

POLEHILL CARP FISHERY

is our premier match complex consisting of
4 fishable lakes, including ‘Donut’, our
30 peg circular lake, which has produced
winning catches of up to 87lb. Fish to 10lb+

KB

THE BEST
PRICES!

Click here to take a
walk through our store
Call us: 02890 313156		
Email us: sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk
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Bass in
the Bay

Peter was soon off the mark with a pristine bass taken on a Sakura Koneel
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Words by Jason Nash
Photography by Jason Nash & Peter Aspinwall

Our game angling guru swaps freshwater for salt and joins friend and
respected West Cork bass guide Peter Aspinwall for some early Autumn
bass action on lures. Ireland’s south west coast didn’t disappoint!

W

			
			
ild European bass
(Dicentrarchus
labrax) are probably the most
coveted species for anglers
fishing from the Irish coastline.
When a combination of
factors such as tides, water
clarity, temperature, overhead
conditions and wind match
up, nothing else comes into
the equation for the avid bass
angler apart from getting out
onto the rocks or into the boat.
Salmon and sea trout fishing
make up the bulk of my own
fishing season but from now on
bass fishing will be gathering up
a head of steam and an eye will
always be kept out for favourable
bass fishing opportunities!
Last autumn (2015) we
were blessed with beautiful
weather right up to November
and the southern Ireland
coastline fished its socks off. Be it
day or night, fish were switched
on as they fed aggressively
before the gloom and desolation
of winter set in. All my
experience up to October
was shore based but a
call from my great
friend Peter
Aspinwall
to invite
me out
on his boat in
Clonakilty Bay for a day
had me absolutely buzzing
and brimming with excitement!
Peter is an angler and

guide with an absolute tonne
of experience in both bass and
salmon fishing. Having moved to
the beautiful town of Clonakilty,
west Cork, in 1996, he has
amassed a wealth of knowledge
about all things bass along his
local coastline. Peter operates
exclusively in Clonakilty Bay
and assists his clients along
the shores of Inchadoney and
the waters adjacent to it via
his boat. Be it bait, lure or fly
fishing, he will do his utmost to
accommodate his guests with
whatever form of fishing takes
their fancy.
Meeting up at Ring pier
on a crisp October morning,
spirits between the pair of us
were sky high as conditions were
mint for a day out on the boat.
Firstly, the sea was flat calm, not
exactly dream conditions for
the shore angler but perfect for

a day afloat. Add this to cloudy
overhead conditions, like those
at the start of “The Simpsons”
as Pete describes it, and the day
ahead looked very promising
indeed…
Dashing out towards
the Atlantic via Ring channel,
we rounded the eastern corner.
Once out into the open sea, we
carefully made our way to an
area which has proven to be
productive in the past. The aim
of the game here is to look for
birds of any species which may
be feeding or even sitting on the
water’s surface. These birds will
be feeding on small baitfish and
these baitfish will be jammed in
between the cruising bass below
and the opportunistic birds
above. Tuning your senses into
nature’s clues is what will help
the angler locate the fish when
there is no sonar at one’s hand!

IMA Sasuke 120 (top), Daiwa Shoreline
Shiner R50 (left) and the IMA Salt
Skimmer (right) - all highly recommended!
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Peter set the boat up on its first
drift approximately three to four
hundred yards from shore as the
tide was pushing in. My rod of
choice for bass lure fishing is the
Major Craft Turel which is nine
foot and rated for lure weights of
seven to twenty eight grams. My
reel, which has now lasted three
seasons and is still going strong,
is the ultra-durable Shimano
Stradic 3000 FJ. I have the spool
loaded with twenty pound,
four strand braid and to this I
attach four foot of twelve pound
fluorocarbon via an Albright
knot. Finally, I use clips to attach
my lures and for this job I can’t
look past the Delalande Agrafe
Rapide Inox clips in size six.
To get the ball rolling,
we rigged our rods up with soft
plastics. I opted to fish a small
paddle tail lure known as a Bait
Breath TT Shad on a weightless
hook and Peter chose a Sakura
Koneel on a belly-weighted
hook. Putting my shad through
its paces, I mixed my retrieve
up from being slow and steady
to sink and draw. The tail on
these lures is so sensitive
that even dropping through
the water column has the tail
violently wagging. As for Pete,
his technique was a much more
leisurely affair! Simply flick over
the bale arm, cast it out, flick
the bale arm back over, sit back
and relax! Less is more with
these lures and the aim of the
game here is to search through
the upper layers of the water
column. Just how deep down
are the bass? Basically, keep in
contact with the lure by slowly
winding in and wait for the hit.
Within minutes we were
both feeling bumps on our lures
as bass were chasing them and
betraying their presence by

“ fishing surface

lures... is probably the
most effective way to
catch them, from a boat
in the open sea at least

Cloud cover and a gentle wave, surely it’s only a matter of time before...

breaking the water’s surface.
First off the mark with a pristine
Clonakilty bass was Pete. Solid
as a rock and oozing aggression,
this fish was pumped up and
feeding ravenously on the locally
abundant prey. Careful removal
of the hook and a snappy grip
and grin, the fish was left back
on its way to shoal up with the
rest of its buddies. It’s always
great to get the first fish under
the belt, especially so early on.
But how would the next drift
fare?
As bass were obviously
in situ, it would have been silly
to leave fish to try and find more
so we set back out to begin the
same drift again. Peter is a great
believer in fishing surface lures
and this was our next plan of
attack. Of course they are a great
way to catch fish and few can
argue against it being probably
the most exciting and visual way
to catch a bass. However, not
only is it an effective technique
in Clonakilty but it is probably
the most effective way to
catch them, from a boat in the
open sea at least. Many times

Peter has fished a multitude of
different hard and soft bodied
lures, but the surface action and
disturbance caused by fishing
top water lures really seems to
rev the fish up and bring out
their savage side; so much so
that there are days when natural
sand eels have been ignored
in favour of
surface lures…
how fantastic
is that!
So,
which surface
lure to clip
on? The Xorus
Patchinko,
Megabass
Xlush and
Lucky Craft
Sammy all
work a treat
but one, so far,
seems to stand
out above the
rest and that
is the IMA
Salt Skimmer.
What an
absolute gem
of a lure it

n!

...yes, bass o

WALK THE DOG
Perhaps the best retrieve for
surface lures is what is called
“walk the dog”, which gives the
lure a simple but very attractive
side-to-side motion.
Simply cast out and, keeping the
rod tip low, begin the retrieve. As
you do so, flick the rod tip left
to right, right to left and so on,
with about 6” between positions.
Make sure to adjust the retrieve
speed to keep a direct line to the
lure, which should look like it’s
“walking” across the surface.
Add pauses, breaks, change the
speed etc. and watch out for that
bow wave as a bass follows!

Here comes the Skimmer! Is a bass lurking behind waiting to ambush?
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“ Stacked up on each other and

numbering in the hundreds, in all
manner of sizes, each cast would
see a few fish peeling away from the
shoal and chasing down the lures
is! On calm days or when there
is a very slight chop, this lure
fishes effortlessly. Working
the rod tip, applying a “walk
the dog” motion is effortless
and this snaking action as it
slithers through the surface
film, emitting a rattling noise,
seems to be what gets the fishes
attention. As it is a light lure
with a slim and sleek profile, it
has a less imposing presence
than some other surface lures
and this definitely works to its
advantage. Another benefit

of IMA’s
top surface
lure is that
it casts like
an absolute
rocket! If the
water becomes
a little bouncier
than just crank
up your retrieve
a notch.
Now
the lures have
been clipped
on, how will the

A pristine schoolie bass and the killer lure, the IMA Salt Skimmer
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fish today actually react? Well it
didn’t take us long to find out. In
no time at all, bass were coming
up to investigate our Skimmers
and soon enough both our rods
were bent into fish. What better
sport could one hope for!? Fish
were switched on big time at
this stage and even the pollock
were coming out to play. Bass

to five pounds came to the boat
and pollock to almost the same
size were really putting our gear
to the test. Every cast was made
with anticipation as we watched
our lures in eagle like fashion.
Flicking the wrist to nod the tip
of the rod transferred the energy
down through the braid and into
the lure. Each
twitch created
a wake and
most casts
on that drift
brought a
reaction from
something.
Every now
and again
we’d hear
a big bass
boil at the
surface
somewhere
around
us and a
cast would
be made
to cover it. Watching a
fish launch itself at the lure, if it
misses it then it is important to
stop the lure dead. Cease the
retrieve to make the prey item
appear injured to the bass. More
often than not, recommencing
the retrieve results in an instant
reaction and this can happen
many times before the fish is
actually hooked! A time for
nerves of steel if ever there was
one.
As sport inevitably waned
and we had covered every inch
of the area, it was time to put
the motor back into gear and
search the coast once more.
Cloud cover at this stage fizzled
out as the mid-day sun burnt
through to brighten up the day.
Not ideal for us but far from a
deal breaker, especially during
early autumn. At the same time,

an acute sense of awareness is
needed to pick up on any scrap
of activity and true to form Peter
detected a slurp in the distance.
Casually making our way over to
where we thought we heard it,
I stood up at the bow and for a
moment thought the heat had
gone to my head. How strong
was that drink you gave me
Peter!? What was the secret
ingredient of your wife’s brown
bread again!? For right in front of
us and underneath the boat was
the mother of all shoals of bass.
“Must be mullet, no? Definitely
no!”
Killing the motor the
pair of us frantically unhooked
our surface lures and cast them
only a short distance away. Flick,
flick, flick, BANG! How could his
be happening? I’ve been lucky
enough to see a solitary bass
feeding frenzy in an estuary
before and with regards to
numbers it’s hard to compare
anything to mullet and how they
shoal up in estuaries and lagoons
but right in front of us here was

a mass of bass. Stacked up on
each other and numbering in
the hundreds, in all manner of
sizes, each cast would see a few
fish peeling away from the shoal
and chasing down the lures.
High fives and pats on the back
all round as we were witnessing
the bay in top form! After only
fifteen minutes or so the shoal
melted away into the depths and
out of sight but I will never forget
that image and realisation of just
what was in front of us.
After taking a wellearned break with beautiful
sandwiches and tea, we trotted
along the coastline and managed
to pick off another few fish here
and there. At times there was
quietness and then a few bass
could be spotted scrambling over
each other to see who could
grab the lure first! When the
bass weren’t on the hard-fighting
pollock more than made up for
their absence and we lost count
of how many we must have had
to the boat. Clonakilty Bay that
day was just a hive of activity

Only lightly hooked in the scissors, not a time to rush things!
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“ What was most interesting to note was that every

fish was beyond casting distance from the shore... Is
it any wonder that shore anglers sometimes bemoan
the lack of fish?
and even a sunfish came over to
wave hello!
What was most
interesting to note was that
every fish was beyond casting
distance from the shore, even
though we were banging our
lures off the rocks at times. I had
one fish which may have been
reached if a strong wind was on
your back but otherwise a shore
angler would have struggled big
time. Is it any wonder that shore
anglers sometimes bemoan the
lack of fish? Are the fish just that
little bit further out and perhaps
only venture closer to shore
when conditions are rougher or
under the cover of darkness?
Food for thought anyway. Peter

attributes their distance from
shore to fishing pressure. Bass
are no fools and are long lived
fish so if they feel more danger
is present closer to shore why
would they want to hang out
there for any extended period of
time. We finished the day with
ten fish to sixty eight centimetres
- about seven pounds; all
released, with many more lost.
I for one can’t wait for the bass
fishing to really heat up again as
the weather cools.
JN

BASS GUIDE
Peter Aspinwall is a renowned
bass angling guide operating
solely out of Clonakilty Bay.
He now knows this area like
the back of his hand and if
anyone is new to the location
or simply wants to catch fish
then he is the man to contact.
Contact Peter via email at
peteraspinwall@gmail.com
or ring him on +35386 849
2993. To read up on updates
of his fishing, check out his
Facebook page Clonakilty
Bass Angling Guide. Be
sure to avail of his world class
service and I assure you won’t
be disappointed.

My best of a great trip, all 68cm of it and around 7lb
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Join John Fleming on board the Brazen Hussy II
out of Rossaveel & Spiddal for great deep sea
and reef fishing in Galway Bay

Limit
dates ed
still
avail
a
Sept ble for
embe
r&
Octo
ber!

Full day trips 9.00am–6.00pm
Half day or evening trips
6.30pm–9.30pm

Phone: 087-7571320
Email: hello@bluesharkangling.ie
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There is something of the marvellous in

all things nature

- Aristotle
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Thanks for reading...

Like the mag?
Then give us a like!
Casting a new eye on angling

